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The Soviet Union in Ruins 

Alex Levant 

This work is based on six months of fieldwork m Moscow between February 

and July 1998. It seeks to represent the current moment in pst-Soviet Russia in a 

Benjarninian method, attemptmg to open the present as a t h e  when revolutionary 

action is possible. It focuses, among other things, on the significance of the nniggles 

over the meaning of traditional signs of leftism, such as Soviet pins and other 

memorabilia It raises questions about the limits of certain 'Western' political 

categories in the Russian context, such as the left-right politicai spectrurn It examines 

parliarnentary politics, street politics, cultural politics, nightclub politics, souvenirs, 

markets, and thinkers. It presents, translates, and engages with the thought of several 

Soviet thinkers, suc h as Evald Ilyenkov, Merab Mamardashvili, and Alexander 

Buzgalin. It also meditates on the rise of nationalism and new forms of fascism m 

contempo rary Russia. 
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"However linle one may know Russia, what one leam is to observe and judpe Europe 
with the conscious knowledge of what is going on in Russia. ïhk is the first benefit to 
the intelligent European in Russia" (Benjamin 1927: 97). 

What is Left in Moscow: An Introduction 

The answer to the question, why I came to Moscow - to study Marxism - 

almost always elicits surprise and disbelief. and the usual comment that I came here 

too fate [onosnan J.  The ieading Marxist cultural theorist, Vadirn Mezhuev, told me 

that "Marxism, as a serious direction of thought, does not exist in Russia today". 

Indeed, it appears as though the entire nation has repkced monuments to Lenin with 

monuments to capital ' And no longer is this the place of Revolution where journeys 

Like Walter Benjamin's are possible. However, contemporary Mosco w cont hues to be 

a place of central importance to Marxist and @erhaps more generaiiy) le ftist thinkers. 

Its significance is no longer as  the centre and hope of the world's proletariat; rather, it 

is its curent moment of transformation in light of its unique history that rnakes it so 

fascinating and, 1 would argue, vitai, for those of us fighting for Revolution. Most 

significantly, my attempts as a 'Western' Mar'rist to grasp the politicai landscape of 

Moscow chaiienged me to probe the limas of my categones. It is this experience of 

trying to theorize and engage with what is left in Moscow that I want to share with 

y0 u. 

An immediate problem 1 encountered was the dficulty of Iocating a lefi. 1 was 

greeted with signs of leftkm, but I quickly realized that my signifwg practices and 



categories were inadequate. The left-right spect- whkh works weil to make sense 

of parliamentary poiitics in the 'West', did little to help me navigate through 

pariiarnentary politics here. For exampie, was the CommUNSf Party of the Russian 

Federation (CPRF) lefl because it supponed workers' actions or was it right because 

of its chauvuiism? Moreover, the political theater in Moscow appeared more like a 

power stmggle between individuals who used ideology as a weapon, rather than a 

batt le of ideo logies that were represented by political actors.' My understanding of 

Russian poiitics became more nuanced in the months to come; however, I quickly 

realized that my search for a creative3 le ft would take me beyond parliamentary 

poiitics. 

1 came across the press of various groups who opposed the current reg& as I 

mvigated through the many s i p  ofleftism in Moscow. The big block letters of 

Limonka stood out dong with its image of a grenade in the upper right corner. I 

found the play on Limonov's narne witty', but du, indicative of fascism since it tied 

the paper of the National-Bolshevik Party (NBP) to one man. Nevertheless, I was 

attracted by its ami-capitaiist rhetoric and attended their raliy on April5. 1998. 

The rally itself was absolutely fwinating. A nazi flag wîth a hammer and 

sickle instead of a swastika. A red flag with Che Guevara carried by skinheads 

- 

1 Such monuments include banks. shopping malis, Macdonald's restaurants, cornmodifieci Russian 
culture in the fonn of new statues of old figures and reconstructions of pre-Soviet buildings, and 
many other similar constructions. 
' This observation is. of course, of the surface only. On level of bases, individuals only come to know 
themselves through stniggles between currents that are hinorical. 

The term .mative Manimi' is used in Ruuia to distinguish certain thought hm ' dopat ic  
Marxism'. Similady, I use the terrn 'aeative lefi' to make a similar distinction in politics. 
4 Eduard Limonov is the leader of the National-Bolsheviks. 'Limonka' is a slang term for a hand 
grenade. 



chanting 'Lenin, Stalin. Che Guevara!' 1 found this so-called red-brown5 political 

formation perplexing. 1 did sorne research and discovered that the Kamçhatka chapter 

of the NBP has a List of recommended texts which inchde Manc, Engels, and Trotsky 

dong with Hitler and Mussolini, as weii as Marcuse and Fanon 1 was nirprised how 

easily the 'rank and file' of this group assunilated both lefi and right theories into what 

appeared to them as a coherent politics. I interviewed sorne of them and discovered 

t hat their xenophobia was an expression of theu resistance to imperialism, whkh 

appeared in their consciousness dong national and racial lines as opposed to a class 

war. I also noticed that the unity created by an authontarian centre was an expression 

of their resistance to the aiienation and hgmentation brought by capitalism The fact 

that people are tuniing to fascism for answers to these problems is indicative of an 

absence of a left alternat ive. 

The fact that these people are incorporating leftist s i w e r s  into their politics 

poses an even more ~i~enificant problem for those attempting to forge a left in 

Moxow. This problem is so serious because the red-brown phenomenon is not 

Limited to fkinge groups Like the NBP, but can be found to some extent in the most 

popular parties, including the CPRF. This mixture of  what in the 'West' appears as 

antitheses are seen as coherent in mainstream political commentary. The resulting 

absence of leftist si- makes it virtually impossible for a left to ernerge in traditional 

lefiist clothing. 

1 considered these problems as 1 continued to search for such a lefi. M e r  

some t h e  I came to understand that these problems were connected with the trouble 1 

-- 

' -Red-Brown' dmotes the unity of extrerne lefi and right in a single politia. See section: Skinheads 

7 



was haWig navigating through Moscow's political hdscape. 1 was havi~g dficukies 

locating a crearive left because its signs were absent. Marx and Engels and even Che 

did not sig- leftism here. Nothing sienified lefikm here. U d k e  in Canada, for 

example, where there is a strong b u r  movement that is pronounced in parliamenq 

po litics, where there is a vocal and well-organized network of aboriginal resistance to 

colonialisni, where students are radicalizing and organizing in response to the effects 

of neoiiberaiism, etc, - where there are actuai signs and subjects of leftism - there 

appeared to be nothing of the Like in Moscow. 

Indeed, it appeared that the lefi had been stnpped of its means of 

representation. Recd that capitalism can oniy corne into being after the process of 

primitive accumulation occurs, which divorces people fkom their means of subsisterice 

(Marx 1867: 875). In Moscow, it appeared as though a new forrn of primitive 

accumulation had occurred divorcing people fiom the means of cultural 

repre~entation.~ This process can be seen in the privatisation, that is, comrnodincation 

of the arts, of newspapers, tetevision, and most sipificantly of Russian and Soviet 

culture in generai. Much like the consequence of primitive accumulation is that people 

corne to see theu labour as a commodity (1 89), the consequence of such a separation 

is that people come to see their capacity to make culture as a commodity. Along with 

its signs, the whole concept of the teft had been colonized, comrnodified, and was now 

king so Id back to the people. 

with Che Guevara Flugs. 
This process can also be observed to some degree in the 'West'. Once stripped of the means of  

cultural representation, artists continue to make art fiom the excess of capitalisrn. For example. I saw 
a photo e.xhibit that was entirely made fiom pictures that the artist found in the garbage of photo labs. 
I have also heard of a film made entirely fiom Ieftover edited film. 



There is an old Russian joke about what to do ifyou are threatened with rape. 

First, you try to talk h h  out of it. If that does not work, then you scream for help and 

use force. If that fa& then you simply relax and try to enjoy it. It appeared that this 

sad joke was king acted out in real Lüé politics. Most people were beaten to the point 

of accepting the explmation that there was something unique about Russia (or 

Russians) that created the situation that they were in. The lefi had no expression in 

parkmentary politics, even in the most basic form of a labour Party. Moreover. the 

most current inteliectuals made no pretences about having a leftist political agenda. 

This was the state of af3àirs that 1 found in what 1 saw of Moscow's left. In other 

words. it appeared that it no longer made sense to speak of a le fi here any longer. 

At this point, 1 decided to change my strategy îkom seeking a left in Moscow 

to seeking out theones to make sense of its absence. 1 discovered two figures whose 

ideas 1 found very useful. Fust was Vadim Mezhuev, the leading cultural Marxist who 

- 
staunchly refused to let the tàshion of the times dictate his philosophy and politics.' 

Second was the famous philosopher Merab Marnardashvili, whom 1 met through his 

early works. 

1 met with Mezhuev several tirnes over the six months that 1 lived in Moscow. 

I had dinner at his home and we exchanged observations about politics. He told me 

about how Marxim had existed in the Soviet Union and the state that it is in today. 

He said that "to be a creative, thinking Marxist in a state at the head of which were 

M e t s .  was the most dangerous thing of al." He explained that those in power 

. .- 

Mezhuev is one of the only scholars that 1 met who dares to cal1 himself a Marxist in Moscow today. 

9 



needed to maintain a monopoly on official ideology, not permithg anyone to probe 

the concepts and brÏng them to life. He illustrated this idea with the example of Evaid 

Ilyenkov (see section Iiyenkov S Concept of the Ideai) who lead the renaissance in 

hfarxist thought here in the iate mies  and the difficulties that he (Ilyenkov) faced as a 

result of his work. But what was most interesting was that he betieved there to be a 

new form of censorship against Marxism today. Unlike the censorship in the Soviet 

Union where one couid be sent to prison, contemporary Marxist thought was simply 

barred fiom mainstream media (it was under house arrest, so to speak). He iliustrated 

this form of censorship with the example of the unavailability of the book Marxism - 

Pro and Contra, which stores re f b e d  to sell. This censorship dsered fiom the O ld 

type in that it was not simply a game of power any longer, where a srnail group 

consciously maintained hegernony; instead, censorship today was occuning dong the 

contours of t he market, where the Life of capital dictated what was proper knowledge. 

From this perspective it would seem that a creative MaKism was being 

excluded h m  rnass c u h e  by the forces of the market. 1 therefore continued my 

search in quieter places, and indeed 1 did hci some sparks. They turned up in the 

clothing of the old 'New Lefi', of anarchist punks. of poiïticized scholars, etc. One 

particular group whose t'unctions 1 eagerfy attended was 'the Scholars for Democracy 

and Socialism' . headed by the Marxist polit icd-economist Alexander Buzgalin (see 

section An Inrerview wirh Alexander Bugalin). This group had created a space in the 

f o m  of a quarterly magazine, a monthly forum, and a yearly conference on questions 

sunoundhg the appticability and adaptabiiity of Marxism today. 1 found some very 

interesting discussions here. but what struck me the most was just how alienated 



groups such as  this were in Moscow. This was not the traditionai intelligentsia. which 

had the social mission of bringing change on behaifof the masses. To the masses these 

were not radicals, but conservatives. Their sigrdiers were retrograde. They were 

atomized into srnd groups, speaking dinerent languages. This does no t mean that 

such movements are ineffective (indeed they may be ail that we have); however, it does 

rnean that the situation has changed to the extent that sorne serious creative thought is 

needed for these spaces to become sornethïng more than souCshelters for unwanted 

revo!utionaries. 

1 also read some of Mamardashvili's early articles in which he was stdi 

developing Marxist concepts.8 1 found his article Intelligentsia in Conremporary 

Sociey (1968) - an attempt to theorize the reiationship between the intelligentsia and 

capitaiism - remarkably usehl here, despite the fact that it had k e n  witten thrty 

years ago and directed at what was occurring in the 'West'. Signifïcantly, his findings 

resonate with the contemporary situation in Moscow. He uses Gramsci's concept of 

the organic inteiiectual and Marx's concept of cornmodification to make sense of the 

absorption of the intelligentsia into the systern Gramsci predicted that the bourgeoisie 

would create its own intelligentsia whose funetion will be to maintain hegemony. 

Marx predicted that the comrnodity-form would spread into aii spheres of society 

transforming the logic of theù production fiom use to exchange. In light of these 

concepts, Marnardashvili suggests that commodity production has penetrated the 

sphere of inteiiecrual labour, creating a bourgeois intelligentsia whose labour is 

alienated (Mamardashvili 1968: 3 34). He arrives at the conclusion that the 



intelligentsia in the 'West' in 1968 had two forms: 1. Social and ideological engineers 

(white coUar workers) and 2. The few believers who continued the tradition of the 

intelligentsia refhing to recognize that the battleground had changed. In the process 

of  analyzing the inteiügentsia, Mamardashvili discovers that the relationship between 

"objective economic laws" and the '?nec hanisms of consc iousness" have c hanged. In 

particular. that rnechanisms of consciousness are no Ionger an expression of class 

interests, but are now produced by industry. Thus, these mechanisrns shift fiom king 

a battleground between classes, where the niling class masks its own ciass interests as 

the interests of di, to king disconnected tiom class interests. He writes, "Hence the 

importance of the question: what is the fàte of revolutionary-critical elements in the 

intelligentsia and spiritual production, how c m  they develop within the fhme of 

contemporary society, where is the main iink of the development of culture and 

spirituai production relocatingT'(1968: 336). 

Mamardashvili observed the process of the comrnoûïfïcation of the culturai 

sphere at the moment when the 'Western' intelligentsia was becoming absorbed into 

the systern Sixteen years later, Fredric Jarneson theorized a sirnilar process in his 

famous essay Postmodernism or the Culrural Logic of  Late Capitalism (1 984). He 

offers a powertiil view of postmodernism as the superstructurai expression of the 

phase of Iate capitalkm in which aesthetic production has k e n  integrated into 

commodity production in general(1984: 4). Such a condition is characterized by a 

paral ysis precisely kcause the ' link' that Marnardashviii see ks is absent. 

' Mamardashvili panai with Man< early in his career and can be seen as the transitional figure in the 
postmodern turn in Soviet philosophy. 



As 1 moved fiom Mezhuev to Mamardashvili 1 saw how the 'revolutionary- 

critical eIementsY had been exctuded fiom officiai knowledge as weU as how they had 

k e n  absorbed into the system 1 found Jameson uselid because he demonstrates the 

effects of this absorption. 

What 1 found particuiarIy interesthg was that Moscow appeared more 

postmodern (in Jarneson's sense) than Canada, for example. Capital stormed in and 

overran the Russian people who did not have the institutions m place, such as 

independent unions and public associations, which exist in the 'West', to protect ail 

that had k e n  won by the working class, such as fke heaith care, education, and so on. 

Moreover, capital had turned the cultural sphere into a garbage dump of long-dead 

'Western' cultural products. Commodities whose life in circulation had ended in the 

'West' were resurrected here in the fonn of styles, We-styles, music, and so on. 1 

found myseif back in the rnid-eighties when 1 wouid turn on the radio. The cultural 

space for criticisn; appeared even more iimited than in Canada. The mirror of culture 

had changed fiom being warped and twisted to king seif-reflective and absorptive. 

For example, one of the striking rnuKrs9 told me t hat Mosco w is a potemkin village. 

To present oneselfas a Marxist in this simulacm made as  much sense as calling 

oneseif a samurai. 

However, there is the possbility that resistance is taking place on a dif5erent 

plane, which cannot be gasped by means of traditional leflist signs. 1 do not mean 

here the red-brown groups who claim to fight capitalism, for it is clear fiom history 

I interviewai the miners who were camped out in fiont of the Russian ' White House'. They came 
tiom across the entire country demanding not only back wôges, but also the resignation of the 
president and structural change such as an end to iMF loans. 



that fasçism maintains existing property relations. What 1 speak of here is red  

resistance to totalization that is truly new. One rnovement which could be seen this . 

way is Philosophy on the Margim [@moco@~a no qam], which Vladimir Malakhov 

d e s c n i s  as "a group of predomlliantly Moscow mteiIectuals who reject 'grand 

narratives"' (Malakhov 1996: 130). This group is based at the Laboratory for 

Postclassical Studies at the Institute of Philosophy, and is headed by Valery Podoroga, 

who is a former student of Merab Mamardashvili. These inteUectuals are concentrated 

around the press Ad Marginern which is headed by Alexander Ivanov. This group 

opers a space for discourse which does not prociah itselfas politicaiiy engaged, but 

which coidd potentially broaden the scope of how politics is defined. 

In addition to king the director o f  A d  Marghem Press, Alexander ~vanov'' is 

also a CO-owner of Shakespeare und Company, an English language bookstore on 

Novokumetsky Pereulok in Moscow. Saturday evenings were particularly interesting 

at this bookstore because the owners would host readings by fmous Russian authors. 

These readings were usually foUowed by a question period, and then by less formal 

muigling in the back room over whe and coffee. 1 met many interesting people here, 

and discovered that 1 was as much of an oddity to them (being a 'Western' Manùst) as 

the skinheads with Che flags were to me. 

Much can be said for and against the potential of this 'movement' to transform 

politics. The space that it creates is in many ways similar to al1 spaces of privilege and 

'O  Alexander lvanov also organized an international conference on Walter Benjamin which 
attendeci. This conference was fundeci by the George Soros foundation (much like al1 things 'culturat' 
in Russia). (Incidentally, George Soros is a household name in Moscow, and he is oflen colloquially 
referred to as 'Jora' (a Russian nicknarne)). The oonference included a tour of places which 
Benjamin visited durhg his stay in Moscow between December 1926 and January 1927. 



is formed along the contours of class, ethnicity. gender. race, and all other categories 

of domination and exclusion that exist in this culture. One must not be blind to this 

sad fact because of the glarnour of powerftl theories and level of rhetoric that can be 

found here. However, to create a space under these conditions where new methods of 

expression can be discussed (however probletnatic) is a significant accompiishrnent. 

It is very dficult to detennine what is the most effective way of practicing a 

lefiist pokics in Moscow today. The central question that must be posed is: How 

does one practice a lefiist politics in a cultural space where the left makes no sense? 

This question is not particular to Moscow, but must be posed in the 'West' as 

well. Marx predicted the fhture of Germany by adyzhg what was occurring in 

England; similady, 1 think it c m  be said that ifthe 'West' continues on its present 

course, it will soon find itse L f  in a sirniiar state of affairs. 'Western' public inst initions 

are king eroded along with the cultural space needed for criticism. In Canada for 

example, it is stili possible to practice the anarchist stratew of taking over public 

institutions and radicalizing them Likewise, a labour politics is possible because there 

is a labour movement. An anti-colonial Native politics is possible because there is 

Nat ive resistance to CO lonizat ion. Ho wever, there is no revolutionary subject at 

present to rnake it possible to practice a Marxist revolutionary politics. Similady, 

other leftist politics are in a precarious position due to the effects of neoliberalism. 

Thus. the lefi in the ' West7 may also 6nd itself stripped of its signifiers, absorbed, and 

paralyzed in a cultural space where its politics appear as nonsense. 



This prediction can be made because of the transnational nature of capital's 

totalking dynamic; however, it is also vitai to recognize the specifics of how capital 

interacts with eac h place. It is important to analyze the e ffects of capitalism. as weil as 

its resistance, in iight of the unique history of the place in question. Resistance to the 

life-process of capital appeared in the 'West' as a left politics; however, it would be 

'Western-centric' to expect such resistance to take the same form in Moscow. There 

is no 'Western' style lefi in contemporary Moscow because. in addition to the effects 

of late capitalism which 1 iilustrated above, there is no social history, no basis, for such 

a response to emerge. However, this does not necessarily mean that there is no 

opposition- 

Resistance in Moscow is not immediately visible to the eye of a ' Western' 

lefiist. It occurs in the most unlikely places and in forms that are d e n  to what one is 

f d a r  with in the 'West'. For exarnple, in The Cold Wm Continues 1 explore the 

culturai politics of interpellation, arguing that the Cold War is far 6om over and that 

resistance is king waged in and through the ruins of the Soviet Union. In Skinheads 

rvith Che Guevara Flags 1 take a closer look at the National-Bolsheviks and probe the 

significance of nationaiism as a method of resisting capital. Thus, Zone defines leftism 

as resistance to capital, or conversely if one defines resistance as k i n g  necessanly 

leftist. then there is certainly a left in Moscow, albeit a fâr different left Eom what is 

known in the 'West'. 

Moreover, there are political fonnations in Russia which self-identm as left 

and which are generally perceived as left there. These formations include the 

Cornmunist Party of the Russian Federation, various Stalùiist parties, such as the 



Russian Comunis t  Workers' Party, and a variety of smaller groups including those 

that resemble 'Western' leftists, such as social democrats and anarchists. In An 

interview with Alexander Buzgalin, 1 engage in a dialogue with one of the most 

fascinating members of the Russian lefi. This dialogue constnicts a rnap of the 

Russian left, and probes, as weU as theorizes, some of the differences between leftist 

movernents in Russia and the 'West'. 

In Soviet Pins, 1 illustrate some of the changes in post-Soviet sociel through 

the transformation of the Soviet school pin into a souvenir. Further, 1 critique the 

engagement with such souvenirs by 'Western' tourists as a f o m  of coionialism and 

t heorize aitemat ive interactions with these 'cultural artifacts' . 

But I begin this exploration with an introduction of the philosopher who is 

credited with the brief rebirth of Soviet Marxism &er the Stalin terror, Evald 

Ilyenkov. His concept of the ideal can be usehl for 'Western' leftists who are 

reflecting on the current moment in "conternporary 'Western' theoretical discourse". 

Ho wever, this concept can also be used for cntically theorizing the current moment in 

Russia. Indeed, the reader will find Ilyenkov's thought both imp iicitly and explicitly 

thoughout this text. 

The entue work is stnictured in fi;igments, W<e a kaleidoscope. With this 

approach 1 seek to avoid the pretense of unity in thought and experience. which 

accompanies more traditional (Le. modern1 l )  presentations (that rnay weil be valid for 

certain historical circumstances and modes of expenence). My own experience in 

contemporary Russia would be neutralized of its moa critical power ifit were boiled 



into such a state. Not even Mamism itseIfl which powehiiy constructs the root of the 

capitalist mode of production, can bring such a coherent perspective to this 

experience. for the incoherence is not caused by fàuity vision, but by the real relations 

of production that exist there (and, to a certain extent, here), and which manifest 

themselves in such an ideal. 

Wallcing through Mosco w one bas the sense that one is expb ring the ruins of a 

fden empire. Indeed. it is this empire - the Soviet Union - that is now in ruins. whic h 

continues to pose the greatest M e r  to capital. This work is in rnany ways an 

exploration of these ruins as historical artifacts, as Benjamin's 'cultural treasures' - 

documents of civilization and barbariSm - which are vital to understanding the effects 

of capitai, and its resistance, in Russia today. The left in Moscow can only be grasped 

by mediating the totalizing dynamic of capital with the unique history of the place in 

question. These ruins are presented in an effort to construct a constellation of the past 

in order to open the present -- to release it fiom the fatalisrn of the natural, the 

inevitable. Consequentfy, to inspire the 'Western' leftist to reflect on her politics. 

'' Indeed. traditional (Le. anti-modern) presentations tend not to be schematic, formulait, all- 
encom passing. 



Ilvenkov's Conce~t of the Ideal 

Imttodu~non 

One of the most interesting ruins of the Soviet Union that 1 came across is the 

thought of the philosopher Evald Vasilevich Iiyenkov. Ilyenkov was a pivotal figure in 

the rebirth of Soviet philosophy aiter Stalin's de& during the period known as the 

'thaw'. He was a comxnunist, a Marxist, and a Leninist, but he was not a Marxist- 

Leninist. In fact, his work is in many ways a criticisrn ofthat doctrine? For example, 

in M m  and the Western World (1965), he demonstrated that according to Marxist 

theory, a communist society must be stateless, that the state must be only a passing 

phase in the transition to cornmunism. At that point the Soviet Union had had a state 

apparatus for almost 50 years, and he was attacked for king ami-Marxist. The bulk 

of his influence, however, was not in political science, but in philosophy.'3 

A leading Russian Marxist philosopher, Vadim Mezhuev, writes, "It is to him 

that my generation owes the conscious break with dogmatic and schoiastic official 

philosophy" (Mezhuev 1 997: 47). 1 met Mezhuev at the Institute of Philoso phy. We 

" See Bakhurst 1997: 33. 
'' BaWiurst M t e s  the following in a fmtnote: 
"An example of Ilyenkov 'speaking out' can be found in his "Letter to the institute of Marxisrn- 
Leninisrn," witten in the 1950s but published for the first time in 199 1 (Ilyenkov [Philosophy and 
Culrure], 1991, pp. 4 4 8 4 9 ) .  Here Ilyenkov criticizw the institute for mistranslating a farnous 
phrase in the first of Marx's "Theses on Feuerbach." Marx attacks Feuerbach for treating practice 
on l y "in its vuigar-judaical form," but in the Marx-Engels Collected Worh, b'vulgar-judaical" is 
given as vulgar-commercial". This, Ilyenkov compiains, is wrong, since Marx is here using "judaic" 
in the sense it is used by Feuerbach; that is, "as a view which treats nature only as the means to 
subjective ends ...., a view that (Feuerbach) associates with the 'egoism' of religious consciousness in 
general and the key to the nature of Christianity" (Ilyenkov, 199 1. p. 448). IIyenkov shows how the 



sat in a crowded office1* as he explained to me the context in which Ilyenkov was 

working. "To be a creative, thinking Marxist," he said, "in a state at the head of which 

were Marxists, was the most dangerous thing of ail, This is where the state had its 

monopoly. It preferred to recognize its opponents, rather than rivais within the sphere 

of its own ideobgy. You could be a positivist, study the Vienna School.. . But to 

write a book about Marxism, that was dangerous. And Ilyenkov, king  an ardent 

Hegelian Mancist, was the rnost persecuted figure. This is the parado% you see? That 

is why ail the talent began to leave. It was impossible to work here. One had to 

rehearse dogma, and nothing e W  (Mezhuev 1998). His testimony to Ilyenkov's 

struggle against official Soviet Marxism, and contri'bution to Soviet philosophy, is 

corro bo rated by many other scholars. " While Ilyenkov iduenced the entire discipline 

of Soviet philosophy and was central in its struggle to break with officiai dogma, the 

specifïc field where he focussed most of his effort was the phiiosopiiy of 

CO nsciousness. 

Ilyenkov criticized Soviet philosophers in this field for modeling consciousness 

as a machine. He argued that such a view rested on a pre-MaRUSt rnateriaiism, which 

did not acknowledge the non-materid as such, but reduced it to the realm of the 

material. Consequently, human consciousness could be reduced to the workings of 

atorns and molecules. Such reductionisrn was characteristic of Soviet Marxism at the 

institute. in trying to avoid anti-Sernitism, had actually read the term -'Judaic" in a typically anti- 
Semitic way9 ( 1  995: 175). 
'' No one, not even department chairs have private offices at the institute. ï h e  offices are generaliy 
large rooms with a number of desks and tables, which are shared by the schoiars in each department. 
The building itself is an imperial palace, which has been converteci into a research centre. 
'' See Bakhurst 199 1 .  



time.I6 In contrast to this view, he offered an original concept of the status of the non- 

materiai (or the ideal). It was fïrst published as an essay d e d  The Ideal in the 

Encvclopedia of Philosophy (1 962). It faced much criticism, but was incredibly 

influential, particularly in the Russian school of socio-hinorical psychology. His work 

led him to grapple with questions of the construction ofthe sel£ It is such concepts as 

selfhood that his contemporaries, such as Felix Mikhaiiov, continue to develop. 

1 met Mikhailov at the Institute of Philosophy and had rnany talks with him 

over dinner at his home. He was an incredibly articulate philosopher and an 

exceptionally hospitable cornrade. Among the rnany Eiscinating things he had told me 

about the Soviet era was the tale of  a special censor for quotations. Accordhg to 

MiWiailov, ifa manuscript contained too many quotes fiom Marx and too few firom 

Le& the resolutions of the Communist Party and speeches fiom the General 

Secretary, then it would not be published." In other words, Marx himselfwas king 

censored in a self-proclaimed Marxist state! This was the conten in which Ilyenkov 

was writing. 

1 met Mikhailov through the Canadian philosopher, David Bakhurst, who is 

also a scholar of Ilyenkov - one of the few in the 'West'. His Consciousness and 

Revolution in the Soviet U'rzion ( 1 99 1 ) is an interesting and thorough treatment of 

' 6  It is interesting to note that Walter Benjamin had noticed a similar tum toward the fetishism of 
science on his visit to Moscow in 1926. Susan Buck-Mors writes, quoting Benjamin, 'Soviet society 
was undergohg 'the conversion of the revolutionary effort into a technological effort,' concemed 
most pressingly not with social change, but with 'elecîrification, canal constnidion, the building of 
factories"' (Buck-Mors 1989: 29). 
" He reiterates this statement in Mikhai lov 1995: 80. 



Soviet philosophy, which focuses on Ilyenkov. He has also written rnany articles on 

Ilyenkov, arguing that his ideas are worthy of serious reflection 

My own encounter with Ilyenkov also made quite an impression; however, 1 

am not a philosopher, and 1 approach this thinker f?om the perspective of a social 

theorist. Moreover, the insights he offers in The Ideal were an intervention in a 

particular context. Ilyenkov was struggling against what he saw as a tuni toward 

neopositivism This context iafiuenced the course of development of these insights. 

Most signifïcantly, his ideas lead to concepts like the seif (as mentioned above), and 

s h e d  debates in the area of Soviet education. In contrast, 1 wiU explore the value of 

his ideas in the context of contemporary thought in the 'West'. 

The Ided 

Ilyenkov begins this encyclopedia entry with the fo ilowïng de finition: 

The ideal -- the subjective image of objective reality, Le. reflection of 
the extemai world in the forms of hurnan activity, in the f o m  of its 
consciousness and will. The ideal is m t  an individual, psychological 
fac t, much less a physio logical fact. The ideal is socio-historical, the 
product and form of spiritual production [qmos~oe npons~oncr~o] . I t  
exists in a variety of forrns of hurnan social consciousness and will as 
the subject of the social production of material and spirituai Me. In 
Marx's description, 'the ideal is nothing other than the material when ï t  
has been transposed and translated inside the human heado" (Ilyenkov 
1962: 219). 

An essential aspect of this definition is the central role afZorded to human 

activity. The notion that the ideal is a subjective image or a reflection of objective 

reality is not new. but the notion that it exists in forrns of hurnan action is. In fàct, the 



insertion of action as the rnediating iink between the object and its image challenges 

various duaikt concepts of objective realitykubjective image. He argues that objective 

reaiityhubjective image does not exist in isolation fiom human action Rather. he 

believes that it is o d y  in and through action that the material takes on the character of 

an O bject with significance. 

A central feature of the ideal is that it is not a thing or a structure, but a phase 

of human action in the transformation of the material. He illustrates this concept with 

the following schematic of this transformation: thing - action - word - action - thhg 

(222). The 'thing', or objective reality, and the word, or the "objectified king" (22 1 ) 

of the ided, are phases in the perpetuai metamorphosis of the material that occurs due 

to human activity. He writes, "The ideal is the outward king of a thing in the phase 

of its becoming in the action of a subject in the f o m  of his wants, needs and aims" 

(222). It can be conceived of as a particular snapshot of the hurnan transformation of 

the materid, The signi6icance that the material assumes in the process of its 

transformation in tum affects its subsequent transformation. Thus. the ideal is created 

by people in the process of their active transformation of the material, and comes to 

inform their activity in tum. 

Ilyenkov is not referring here only to the parts of the material that individuais 

directIy transfom. but to aU matter that society comes in contact with. He writes: 

An ided image, say of bread, may arise in the imagination of a hungry 
man or of a baker. In the head of a satiated man occupied with building 
a house, ideal bread does not arise. But ifwe take society as a whole. 
ideal bread, and ideal houses, are always in existence, and any ideai 
object with whkh hurnanity is concemed in the process of production 
and reproduction of its reai, materiai Me. This includes the i d d  s b ,  as 
an object of astronomy, as a 'natural calendar', a clock, and compas. 



In consequence of that, ail of nature is idealized in humanity and not 
just that part which it Unmediately produces or reproduces or consumes 
in a practicd way (225). 

Frorn this perspective, aii matter enters individuai consciousness already transforrned 

and idealized by previous generatioos' actnity, and this ideal idonas the individual's 

activity in the present. 

Despite the tact that the ided is not a thing, it does have a material existence. 

The word, or language, as the "objectiiied being" of the ideai is the forrn of its materid 

existence. Language gives the ideal 'staying power'. This aspect of the ideal can be 

observed in the laws, custom, n o m ,  and other codified practices, which are 

produced and which inform action Ilyenkov stresses, however, that words are not the 

ideai itself. but are material things with no signiticance of their own Moreover, their 

significance cannot be found in words themselves (which had been demonstrated by 

Saussure in 19 15) or in the entire system of language. In fact. he criticizes thinkers 

Like Wittgenstein for king neopositivists because they conflate the ideal with 

lançuage. He argues that words, as signifiers. have nothing in cornmon with their 

meanings, and directs the reader's attention away fiom the b e r  workings of language 

toward human action. He writes, "the thing in common mtween word and meaning J 

is found only in the act of the transformation of word into deed, through deed into 

thing. and then through a reverse process" (223). Thus, according to Ilyenkov, the 

ideai exists objectively in language, but language is not the ideal. 

Similarly, Ilyenkov argues, the ideal cannot be reduced to the working of the 

brain. He writes, 'Yhe ideal cannot be understood by means of understanding the 



physiological working of the brain any more than the money-fonn of labour can be 

understood by means of a physicai-chemical conception of gold" (221). Instead of 

loo king for the ideai in the physicai func tioning of the brain (as was in vogue in the 

USSR at the tirne), he directs the reader's attention to "'the ensemble of social 

relationso7 (fiom Marx's Theses on Feuerbach, 12). 

This 'ensemble of social relations' is the source of IIyenkov's 'ideal', and the 

study of its reiationship to consciousness and the formation of the seK or personhood 

[ ~ T W W O ~ ] ,  was the direction taken by Ilyenkov's foiiowers. Iiyenkov himself states 

near the end of his essay: 'The ideal exisîs only where there is the human self, or 

uidividuality. Consequently, the development of the problem of the ideal falls partially 

into psychology, into researching the process of the emergence of the seif and the 

process of self-activity" (227). He chose this direction due to the primacy of 

neopositivisrn (or neornaterialism) in Soviet philosophy at the tirne. However. the 

concept of the ideal cm also be developed and deployed to critique neoideafism. 

1 lyenkov revisits and elaborates Marx's intervention in the materialism of 

nineteenth century Germany. He writes, "The main prinçiples of the solution [to the 

problem of the ideal] were first formulated by Marx in Theses on Feuerbach (1 845)" 

(2 19). It is here that Marx first leaps beyond the tension between materialkm and 

idealism by focussing on human activity. While Marx never specifically mentions the 

ideal in the Theses, he does provide theoretical tools in his critique of Feuerbach's 



materialism. He writes in the îïrst Thesis, "The chief defect of all hitherto existing 

materialism (that of Feuerbach included) is that the thing, reality, sensuoumess, is 

conceived oniy in the form of the object or of contemplariun. but not as sensuous 

hziman aciivity, pactice, not subjectivel~ (Marx 1 845 : 1 2 1 ). It is this 'Copemican 

~evolution' , '~ which places human activity at the centre of their reality, that is key to 

resolving the debates between German idealism and materialism, and to Ilyenkov's 

concept of the ideai. 

This aspect of Marx's philosophy is evident in Ilyenkov's critique of both 

materialist and ideaikt conceptions of the ideal. On the materialist side, he traces the 

line f?om Dernocritus to Spinoza to Diderot to Feuerbach He argues that, regardless 

of the individuai materialist, this line of thinking is connected to "an unhistorical. 

anthropologicai, naturaiistic conception of the nature of mankind, and led to a 

rapprochement, and ultimately to direct identification, of the ideal with the material. 

neuro-physiologicai stmctures of the brain and their fiinctions" (Ilyenkov 1962: 2 19). 

This positivist view was the dominant interpretation of materialism in the Soviet 

academe at the time of his intervention. Ilyenkov States that because this (old) 

materialism did not extend its critique to history, it could not conceive of humanity as 

a product of human activity. Moreover, it understood the ideal as "an image of the 

externa1 world, which arises in a thinking body [. ..] in the form of a result of passive 

'* This phrase was used by Walter Benjamin to describe his philarophy of  history. Buck-Morss 
writes. "Benjamin described his work as  a 'Copernican revoIution' in the ptaaice o f  history writing. 
His a h  was to destroy the mythic immediacy of the present, not by inserting it into a cultural 
continuum that affinns the present as its culmination, but by discovering that constellation of 
h istorical origins which has the power to expiode history's 'continuum' (Buck-Mors 1989: x). It can 
be said that Ilyenkov's treatment of the ideal is simiiar to Benjamin's treatment of history because he 
also aims to destroy the 'mythic immediacy' of the ideal. 



contemplation" rather than as a "result and active fûnction of the labouring, sensuous 

practical activity of social mankind" (2 1 9). Marx writes in Thesis XI, "The 

philosophers have only inierpreted the world, in various ways; the point is to change it 

( M m  1845: 123). Ilyenkov focuses on this shift fkom passive contemplation to action 

in the construction of his concept of the ideal. 

Similarly, he traces the ideaikt line fiom Plato to Fichte to Hegel, and argues 

that the ideaikt objectification of the ideal is not a miscoqrehension of reality. but is 

an "actual fact of the independence of combined hwnan cultwe and forms of its 

O rganization f?om an individual person" (2 1 9). The ideal stands above the individual 

in reified form as a resdt of denation, not because of  fàulty thinking. "[Tl his power 

of the social whole over the individual is found and rnanifested in the form of the 

state, political systern of society, in the systern of ethicai, moral, and legal limits, noms 

of social behaviour, etc.'' (219-220). Thus, according to Ilyenkov, idealism is correct 

to point out the objective reality of the ideal; ho wever, it fetishizes the ideal when it 

gants it an autonomous existence apart fiom human activity. He argues that it is the 

combined activity of humanity tbat produces tbis ideal, but that it is the particular 

method of its production that results in an ideal that stands above its creators. 

In order to cornprehend this distinction, it is important to recognize the 

difference between the O bjectification of the ideal in language and its reifkation. The 

ideal becomes reifjed when it assumes the fom o f a  relation between things rather than 

people in the eyes of society. '' Put sirnply, the ideal can have objective existence in 

language and be used by society as a tooL or it can stand above society, become 

19 See Lukacs 1922: 86, for an e laht ion  of the concept of reification. 



animated, and reverse the relationship. The ideal is reified under capitalist conditions 

of production, but reification is not a naîural atmbute of the ideal. On the contrary, 

g iven the right conditions (unalienated production), the ideal would shed its mystical 

chancter: it would be seen as a product of society in theory and become a tool of 

society in practice. 

Ilyenkov's concept of the ideal had largely evoived into a critique of 

neornaterialism, which had dominated Soviet philosophy at the time; however, his 

concept can also be developed into a critique of n e o i d e a h  A critique of 

neoidealism is important because much of contemporary theory in the 'West' appears 

as such fiom the perspective of IIyenkov's concept. 1 am referring here to the recent 

turn away from privileging the discourse of science as that which determines tmth, and 

to ward seeing it as one discourse among many. This demotion of science bas been 

accompanied by a privileging of discourse in general. Thus, while tmth had once k e n  

validated by science, it is now increasingly seen as a product of discursive practices. 

In iight of Ilyenkov's concept of the ideai. such a view of discourse appears as a form 

of neoideaiism However, instead of disregardhg this view as unfounded, Ilyenkov 

would argue that what these theories are describing is in fact real. Much like 

nineteenth century German idealkm observed an acnial fact of the independence of the 

ideal fiom individuals, twentieth century neoidealism describes the specificities of the 

independence of the ideal in the current moment. Both, the idealism of nineteenth 

century Gerrnany and the neoideaiism of the twentieth century, can be said to be 

reified ide& Since a reitied ideal springs fiom a society whose production is 

aiienated in practice, not fkom fauity logic, one must focus one's theory on what has 



changed in the method of production - how these changes have altered the character 

of alienation, and its relationship to the ideai that is produced.zO 

It is important to recognize that Ilyenkov does not side with either the 

rnateriaiist or the idealist conception of the ideaL Instead, he resolves their tension by 

uncoverïng the source of their contradictory positions (Bakhurst 199 1 : 178-9). By 

focusing on the role of human action in the construction of the ideal, he bridges the 

two views, keeping the strongest aspects of both and discarding the weakest- From 

rnaterialism he keeps the repudiation of a spiritual and dualist conception of the ideal, 

but discards its positivism (ilyenkov 1962: 2 19)- From idealism he keeps the notion 

that the ideal has a materiai existence, but discards its fetishism (2 1 9). In this rnanner 

he is able posit the ideal as a phase in the active transformation of the material, which 

is at once objective (in the form of language) and also subjective (in the form of human 

consciousness). 

In Light of his critique of both phiiosophies, it can be argued that he was neither 

a materialist nor an ideaüst; rather. he was a ~arxist." In contrast to the 

neornateriaikm that he stmggled against in Soviet philosophy, and neoidealism, 

1 lyenkov O ffers an 'act ivist ~arx is rn  '" What dist inguishes this philos0 phy is its 

rejection of both, the scientific view that minds can grasp the material by discoverhg 

objective laws that govern ail rnatter, and the view that the materiai is nothing but a 

'O In many ways, this is precisely what F. Jameson can be thought of as doing in Postmodernism; or, 
rhe Culturai Logic of Lure Capitalism (1984). 
'' Marx, himself, fias often been rnisinterpreted as a materialist, particularly in the USSR where at 
one time positivism passed off as Marxism. 

1 do not wish to suggest that there are other tjpes of Marxism in addition to 'activist' (although in 
practice there clearly are); rather, that a central aspect of Marxism is its 'activist' philosophy. The 
most lucid articulation of this philosophy is the Theses On Feuerbach. 



product of discourse. Instead, Ilyenkov seeks to bridge the 'gapT between the material 

and the non-material by inserting human action as their mediatmg iink. In other 

words. according to Ilyenkov, ideas do not corne fkom objective laws'j nor from 

discourse, but fiom people's (in the form of the ensemble of social relations) active 

engagement with the materid (which gives rise to objective laws and discourse). This 

view was first stated by Marx in the second thesis on Feuerbach: 

The question whether objective truth can be attributed to human 
thinking is not a question of theory but is a pructical question. Man 
must prove the truth, Le. the reality and power, the this-sidedness of his 
thinking in practice (121). 

It is due to this turn toward human activity that I c d  this philosophy an 'activist 

LM a-'; . hence, llyenkov is an activist Marxist. 

Bakhurst descriis Ilyenkov's position as a novel "response to the conceptual 

opposition between mind and world which has haunted philosophy since Descartes" 

(1997: 37). Moreover, he argues that both. positivism and -consuucti~ism''~, 

"continue to labour under Cartesian conceptual oppositions" (3 8), despite their self- 

proclaimed anti-Cartesianism. W~th respect to constructivisrn he writes, 

In my view, many constructivists are too impressed by scepticai 
arguments of a Cartesian kind. Convinced that we cannot reach 
beyond representation to reality itself (for that would invo lve "climbing 

By objective laws, 1 do not mean the ideal here (which, of course, exists in the form of objective 
laws). The difference between the two is that mankind makes the ideal h i l e  scientific objective laws 
are understood as a property of reality itself and are discovered by mankind. However, the objective 
laws of the ideal can themselves be discovered by individuals in a capitalist society and used to their 
own advantage (as in the objeciive laws of the market, for example). mis line of thinking is 
developed by Lukacs 1922: 38. 
'" Bakhurst writes. '~onstructivists typically argue that it is a mistake to suppose that oor 
representations genuinely depict an objective world- To  say that a belief is true is just to say that it is 
deeply entrenched in our theoties [. . . j [MJany coritemporasl constnictivists are hostile to scientism 
and view reality as a constniction of rnany discourses, not just one. Thus we see a tesurgence of 
interest in conceptual relativism, and the emergence within psychology of 'discursive7 approacha 
that portray mind and self as constructions of our mdes of talk and explmation" (38). 



out of our muids' as Rorty puts it), they conclude that we are 
inevitably conhed within our representationd scheme. This move is 
ofien made in the spirit of h d t y  that eschews the idea that ou.  
conceptions are warranted by the authorïty of Reality with a capital 
'R'. But in fact the modesty is false, for the idea that our conception 
of things is rat ionally unconstrained by realïty itseif O ften involves a 
certain hubris (38-9). 

Bakhufst's category of 'constnictivism' may be ioo broad and his own philosophy 

maintains the Cartesian diralism for which he criticizes 'constnictivistsT ; however, he 

convinçingly argues that certain concepts within this category impticitly maintain 

Descartes' metaphysical duaiism of mind and body. In contrast to this position, he 

describes Ilyenkov's view in the following manner: ''[Uhe world itselfcontains 

meaning, through the objectifkation of ideality, and to engage with that world as 

meaningfiil (to move through the world in iight of the meaning it contains) is what it is 

to be a thinking thing" (38). According to Bakhurst, Iiyenkov overcomes the 

Cartesian dualisrn of mùid and world by positing the world itseifas meaningfùl due to 

human presence in it, more specifïcaiiy, due to people's active engagement with it. 

Unlike Bakhwst, however, 1 do not believe that Ilyenkov overcomes this 

duaiism. He clearly maintains the categories subject and object. For example, he 

de fines the ideal as %e subjective image of objective realiw' (2 1 9). Ho wever, his 

treatment of the opposition between mind and world is indeed novel as Bakhurst 

suggests due to the central role he affords to human action. Moreover, Bakhurst is 

correct to point out that neither neomaterialism nor neoidealism overcome this dualism 

either. 

It is my opinion that the duaikm between rnind and world is not something that 

can be thought through, but is a material k t  that must be transjiormed. From 



Ilyenkov's and Marx's perspective that "the ideal is nothing other than the material 

when it has k e n  transposed and transiated inside the hurnan head" (Ilyenkov 1962: 

2 19), this dualism mus also be treated as the ideal expression of a materiai fact, not as 

a result ofbad philosophy. If one takes Ilyenkov's argument to heart then one must be 

suspicious of any theory that claims to 'overcome' all binary oppositions which stem 

f?om the opposition of muid and world. Until such distinctions are 'overcome' on a 

material level - in laws, custons, language, etc. - any philosophy that does not 

confkont these distinctions simply diverts the theorist away from them and hence 

reproduces them This criticism does no t mean that the split between muid and world, 

and aii the oppositions derived fiom this split, cannot be deconstructed or subverted. 

On the contrary, philosophy itself is materiai, and must also be transformed. However, 

this transformation in the sphere of phiiosophy must direct its critical po wer toward an 

overall social transformation, lest it become compiicit with the natus quo by becoming 

irrelevant .25 

Ilyenkov's critique of Soviet philosophy inspired an entirely new direction of 

thought set against the neomaterialism of the Soviet mainstream; sirnilarly, his 

concepts can be used to intervene in the various debates around the status of Marxisrn 

in contemporary 'Western' theory. 1 have attempted to introduce his concept of the 

ideal in the spirit of such an intervention. While I have aot engaged in any specific 

debates. 1 have sou& to focus his ideas on a critique of neoidealism. 

- - 

'5 Robecf Albritton writes. "'dmstructing' those socio-economic institutions that we cal1 
'capitalism' is a great deal more difficult I'm afiaid that deconstructing any metaphysics" (Albritton 
1995: 84). 



Conclusion 

Ilyenkov's concept of the ideal is the most interesting interpretation of Marx's 

thought that 1 discovered as 1 dug through the mins of the Soviet Union Not ody did 

1 find this concept interesting, but also relevant to Marxism m the 'West', particulariy 

as a critique of neoidealism. 1 read him while under the influence of Althusser, and 

fo und many parallels between Ilyenkov's 'ideai' and Althusser's 'ideo logy ' . 1 t is 

worth noting that Aithusser was a fiend of Merab ~amardashvili~~ and had visited the 

Institute of Phiiosophy where Iiyenkov worked. It is quite likely tbat Ilyenkov had an 

influence on Althusser's famous essay, Ideofogy and Ideologicuf State Apparatuses, 

which was written in 1969, seven years after Ttïe Ideal was published. The Ideal is 

relevant to 'Western' Marxism both for its potential as a critique of neoidealism and 

for its paralleis to the work of Althusser. In this piece, 1 have focussed on  the former. 

Perhaps more sipnificantly, however, 1 have attempted to use Ilyenkov's thought in my 

analysis of contemporary Moscow. 

Ilyenkov comxnitted suicide m 1 979. There are a variety of expianations for 

this. Baichunt writes that he had succumbed to depression at the end of his life (1995: 

1 64). Mezhuev told me that his suicide was due to the politicai climate in the USSR. 

According to Mezhuev, it had becorne apparent even then that the Soviet Union was 

coming to an end. What is certain is that by 1979 it was clear that the Soviet Union 

was not engaged in the cornrnunist project (as Ilyenkov h d  understood it) of 

transformhg society Uito one without alienation. Despite his preat influence (amidst 

' 6  Marnardashvil i was a contemporary of Ilyenkov's, and the two are generally considered to have 
been the most influential philosophers in the USSR in the latter half of the mentieth century. 



fierce opposition) in Soviet philosophy, his contribution did ïttle to change the 

politicai course o f  the USSR 

In Russia today, he has a smaii but very loyal following. It was ditFcult to be a 

M h s t  during the Soviet e m  and it is virtually impossible to be one there today. 

DuMg the Soviet erq the powers maintained a monopoly on Marximi; today they 

act ively purge themselves of  it. It is impossible to predict the fate o f  Ilyenkov's 

thought in Russia, and he has not been widely read in the 'West'. 1 have presented his 

ideas here with the conviction that they can be usefùi to lefiist theorists in the 'West'. 



The Cold War Continues 

Whatever one may have thought of the Soviet UNon, it represented a barrier 

to the totalizing dynamic of capital. The cold war, at its core, can be conceived of as a 

battle between capital's need to expand and the Soviet project, which (among other 

things) reskted this expansion" The iron curta.in bas been srnashed and the Soviet 

Union no longer exists as a politicaï entity; however, the cold war continues on the 

territory ofthe fallen USSR The basic logic ofthis war has not changed: private 

capital continues to penetrate ali aspects of post-Soviet society and the Soviet Union, 

which is now in ruins, continues to be the greatest barrier to this colonization. These 

ruins are the shattered aspects of Soviet society, which exist in the fonn of institutions, 

buildings, flags, customs, gestures, language, songs, and other simiiar things. One 

such min is the Communkt Party of the Russian Federation (CPRF)- 

Despite the fact that the Soviet regime has lost control of the state. the 

reincamated Communkt Party continues the stmggle for the Russian state in 

parliamentary poiitics. The cold war appears on t h  batttefield as the fight between 

the Reformers (Yeltsin and company) and the Opposition (of which the Communist 

Party is by far the largest fàction). The Reformers' faction can be seen as the 

par liarnentary representatives of private capital, while the Comrnwiist Party as the 

" More accurately, the banle is between two forms of capital: private capital and aate capital. 
Following Trots@, I tend to think of the USSR as a form of state capitalism. which resisted private 
capital. While both qmems can thought of as capitalist, the difference between their ideals (in 
Ilyenkov's sense) is quite striking. For example, relations among the working ciass had not been 



hein of Soviet resistance to private capital. Whiie the similarities and dserences 

between the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) and the Communist Party 

of the Russian Federation (CPRF) are complex and require a separate study, it can be 

said that the CPRF is an heu of the CPSU in so f'ar as it threatens to be a banier to 

private capital. This threat is quite r d .  For example, according to the Reformers' 

own pok,  the Cornmunists would win if an election were to take place (Izvestia 

March 25, 1998). 

The Reformers and the Cornmunists are both constantly recruiting supporters. 

Much like our own politicians in Canada, they try convince people to vote for them, to 

join their ranks - to adopt a certain politics. One c m  also observe this recruitment 

occunïng in Moscow's visuai landscape. Capital addresses Russians with cornmodities 

like McDonalds and Coca-Cola. while the ruins of the USSR cal1 out to them with 

statues of lenin and celebrations of Soviet victories. These s i p  also ask Russians to 

adopt a certain politics. They can be conceived of as cries that c d  out to a certain 

person. For example, capital addresses Russians as atomized individuals at the end of 

history who have f ï d i y  come to the hard but realistic conclusion that the best and 

only way to iive is to think about yourseff and let the market determine the bigger 

questions. Sirniiarly, the niins of the USSR hails them as mernbers of a powefil and 

prospero us commwiity-in-the-making which has fden  and which must be restored by 

a strong leader. In the act of paying attention to these signs one adopts the subject 

position that they foster. in this way an individual is recruited. 

mediated by commodities to the same extent as in the 'West'. There were no commercials, and less 
of a focus on consumption in general, 



Louis Althusser has theorized this process in his work on ideology. He defines 

ideology as "a 'representation' of the imagkmy rehtionship of individuals to their real 

conditions of existence" (Althusser 1 970: 162). In other words, ideology represents 

how people imagine their reiationship to their real world. He argues that ideology 

k c t i o n s  by constituting ind~dua l s  as subjec ts. 

1 shdi  then suggen tbat ideology 'am' or 'frurtions' in such a way 
that it 'recniits' subjects arnong the uiàïviduals (it recruits them ail), or 
'transfomis' the individuals uito subjects (it transfonns them all) by 
that very precise operation which 1 have cded interpeIZation or 
hailing, and which can be imagnied dong the iines of the moa 
cornmonplace everyday police (or other) hailing: 'Hey, you there!' 
(1 970: 174). 

Moreover, Althusser insists that ideology has a niaterial existence which appears m the 

form of institutions, such as the system of schools, religion, f d y ,  as weil as 

communications and culture. Thus, one can conceive of the Msual field as a meam of 

hterpeilation. Consequently. one can observe the coId war on this level in Moscow, 

as Russians are interpeiiated in and through the battle between signs of private capital 

and the ruins of  the Soviet Union. 

It is t herefore no wonder that there is suc h a fienzy to erase aii signs of the 

Soviet Union and to erect those of private capital. For example, one can now fïnd 

monuments to private capital -- such as b- among others - throughout M o r o w  to 

the sarne degree that monuments to Lenin once dorninated the visual field. Street 

names continue to be changed. During the time that 1 was in Moscow in 1998, the 

Lenin library -- the Iargest public Library in the world -- was renamed the Russian State 



libraiy. This is a process, which began when the Communists Ion the state apparatus. 

and continues in the present moment. This battle for Moscow's visual landscape is an 

ideological struggle to interpellate individuais into the subjects of a certain social 

order; that is, 'Western' c a p i t a h  on the one hanci, and the Soviet regime on the 

other. 

The existence of two competing popular ideologies has had a profound effect 

on the Russian body politic. For example, the baîtle between the s i p  of these two 

ideologies. and consequently, the subjects that they have remited can be seen in the 

political rhetoric of 'the course'. It is quite common for political commentary in 

contemporary Moscow to discuss 'the course' that the govenunent is on versus 'the 

course' that the Opposition proposes. This type of rhetonc is unheard of  in Canada% 

rnainstream political conmientary. The coune of ail parties is the same - a healthy 

economy, job creation, and other similar punuits -- it is only the method of gett ing 

there that is debated. In Russia, however, the level of debate is greater in scope. It is 

cornmon to question where the various parties propose to take Russia, not just how 

they expect to get there. And it is precisely on this question of proposed course that 

the two main factions -- the Reformers and the Opposition -- differ. 

The concept of 'the course' is a signiûcant step agaiast totalitarianism because 

it dispels the myth of inevitable progress and opens up new possibilities for social 

organization. It is this change in course, in its most extreme sense, that Walter 

Benjamin considered a revolution. Here 1 cite Susan Buck-Monso reading of 

Benjamin: 



Where Marx hirnself had fden under the speii of t he discourse of 
progress, i den tmg  revolutions as the "locomotives of world history," 
Benjamin countered: "Perhaps it is to tdy different. Perhaps 
revolutions are the reaching of h d t y  traveling m this train for the 
emergency brake" (Buck-Morss 1 989: 92). 

While this reading of Marx impoverishes his concept of revo lution (1 believe Marx to 

have been no less a critic of progress than Benjarnui), Benjamin's degory of progress 

as a train and revolutions as attempts to stop its course is usefil. It is precisely this 

course that the 'West' is o n  Its train is fùeled by the dynamic of capital, and the 

scope of its political discourse does not reach beyond questions of how to process this 

fiel. In Moscow, however, the battle between capital and the mins of the Soviet 

Union has broadened the scope of mainstrearn political debate by creating a space 

where this course could be questioned. 

It is clear that the existence of these two popuiar ideologies has broadened the 

scope of political debate; however, it is their contrast that has produced the most 

potent results. The effects of this contrast have been theorized by Johnathan Flatley, 

whom 1 had the pleasure of meeting in Moscow at a conference on Waiter Benjamin. 

At th& conference he presented a paper in which he offered the following impressions 

of his visit to Moscow in 1993: 

In 1993, there was stili a grotesque (in the formai poetic sense) 
juxtaposition of old Soviet spaces with newly "capitalist" or "Western" 
ones. At the time, Aleksander Ivanov and I took the opportunity to 
write a tittle about the strangeness of the moment. We noted that what 
was remarkable about that Moscow was not so much the existence of 
"Western" sigdiers, but that they appeared next to and within Soviet 
spaces and sign-systems. Indeed, the photo-jo umaiists for the local 
English language newspaper, The Moscow Times, rarely rnissed the 
chance to exploit the seemingly endless supply of visual ironies: a 
Coca-cola kiosk set in fkont of a constmctivist style mural with the 
slogan "We Are Building Comrnunis~" or the young entrepreneur 



s e h g  posters of Rambo and soap opera stars in the metro under a 
huge marble mural of Lenin These incongruities had a curious e&t: 
jut as connnodity f e t i s b  here seemed unfamiliar and even absurd. 
so too properly Soviet spaces - üke the Metro or state stores or even 
Red Square itseW - also acquired a new fiice. [. . .] Like any space that 
organizes one's perceptions (me ideology itseü), totalitarian space 
rnust be invisible to fùnction (Fiatley 1999: 3). 

This contrast of two totalitarian social orders in a single space disrupted the invisibility 

that they had both enjoyed when they were separated by the iron curtain 

Consequently, interpellation -- which iargely occurs on an unconxious level in the 

major cities in the 'West' - threatened to reacb consciousness in Moscow as a resuit 

of this contrast. 

!n the five years since Johnathan Fiatley's observation, however, much has 

changed in Moscow's visual field. In 1998, such contrasts have becorne quite rare as 

signs of private capital now dominate most of its visual landscape. I did, howeve- 

observe some interesting juxtapositions. For example, there was a large billboard on 

Arbat St. for W i o n  



cigarettes depicting an 

aeriai view of a seaside 

resort with an eagle 

apparently @hg out of  

the ad and the words 

'Complete Freedom' 

dong the bottom. Next 

to this ad hung a plaque 

to cornmernorate Soviet 

soidiers in WWII. This 

contrast created what 

Flatley had observed, 

however, the Soviet 

plaque was only there 

during the Victory Day 

cekbrations in May and 

was subsequently replaceci by an ad for the youth Oîympics m July, wbik the Winston 

ad had become a pmrsncni nxhirr. 

This takaver of tbe visual &Id appeirs to ühistrate the degree to whkh 

private capital has penetmted post-Soviet society and dcmoastrates how well it is 

dohg m the Mie with the rcniams of the Soviet Union. It is important to rrcognk, 

however, that these observatiom are particuler to Mosfow and are m t  reprrsentative 

of the territory of the formcr USSR m gnrrsl. In bct, most of the capital that has 



penetrated Russia (which is by fàr the largest part of the former Soviet Union) is in 

Mosco w, while most of its population is no t. Moscow can be seen as the home of 

capital within Russia. The fact that ruins of the Soviet Union continue to resist 

capital's totalizing dynamic within its home is, on the contrary, indicative of the 

stren-th of resistance. 

W~thin Moscow - the home of private capital - the face of the battle has 

changed in the five years between 1993 and 1998. It is usefiil to take a closer look at 

the specificities of this change and analyze the strategies used by capital to achieve the 

success that it has had dominating Moscow's visual fieId. 

One of its tactics has been to adopt Soviet methods of interpellation Flatley 

illustrates this tactic with his impressions of Moscow in 1997, four years d e r  his 

previous visit: 

-4s I drove into the city 60m the airport, 1 was somewbat shocked by a 
series of Calvin Klein advertisements hanging on Lightposts dong the 
road ont0 Moscow. The image was familiar: it depicted a 
characteristically waifish woman in her underwear, and it could well 
have been an exact copy of the Calvin Klein ads one sees on New York 
City bus stops or in Vogue. The strange and surpriskg thing, besides 
the sheer novelty of seeing such an image in Moscow, was the 
repetition of the image. The same image was repeated hundreds of 
times, one right d e r  the other, maybe 50 yards apart fiom each other. 
[. . .] It is as ifthe mode1 of publicity for the new commodity fetish in 
Moscow has k e n  borrowed fkom the old Soviet, official f o m  of 
publicity (Fdattey 1999: 2). 

Thus, private capital recruits Russians by using the Soviet rnethods of recmitment with 

which they are already familiar. 

Another strategy used by private capital in the semiotic battle of the cold war is 

the comrnodrfication of Soviet signs. Many ruins of the Soviet Union can now be 



bought at Izmakvski Market anâ the Old Arbat St. These artifacts inchde OU Soviet 

piaques which bad k e n  awarded to factories for good production, medais givm to 

sokiiers for bravery, pins given to shdents as a rite of passage, stamps ceiebrating 

Soviet achieveumt in spact, a d  other such items. 

Souvenu d l  ai OId Arht St., 1998, Moacuw. 

These culturai artifirts are turned into conmiodities for the purpose of seîiiug îhem to 

tourists; however, this process also serves the ideological ftnction of neutralizbg their 

recniitment potential as Soviet signs. Once commodi6cd these items m longer 

address Russians as Soviet signs, which foster a Soviet subject, but as signs of capital, 

i.e. commoàities, which on the contrary interpeüate individuals as subjects of capital; 

that is, as market worshippers. 



Close-up of souvenir sîall on Old Arbat St., 1998, 

Moscow. 

This transformaiion occurs because Soviet signs, as c o d i e s ,  greet the 

individual in faishized form, thus interpellating ber as a bearer of c o d i e s  m a 

d e t .  A Soviet pin on Old Arbaî St. no longer addresses ber as a rite of passage, 

but as a thing, w k h  relates to her through the coinmodity tbat sbe can exchange, that 

is, rnoney. Her relation to the pm is mediated by a relation between connnodities, 

which mmifiests itself in r e W  fonn as the ph's price. More sigdbntly, bowever, 

her relation to the s e k  of the pin is nlso mediateci by dations between coimmdities. 

Tbe pin, asamnmiDdity, becomesalialrmthc 8~~0~iationbetweenhaditsseUn- 

an association m wbich they greet each o t k  as the karrrs of tbe ecooomk relations 

of their commodities (Marx 1867: 1 79). Thus, what had previousiy tecniited subjects 



who resisted market worshipping, now interpellates individuals as buyers and selIers in 

a market. Soviet s i p ,  as commodities, becorne signs of capitai. 

Once the artifâct is sol& however, it ceases to be a commodity and its 

exchange value, or pnce, no longer dominates its rneaning. Thus, it can be resurrected 

as a sign of resistance once it Ieaves the market. The commodincation of Soviet signs, 

however, also makes it possible to influence the signification of its use value. Hence 

these s i p s  are ofien sold m such a way so as to ridicule the Soviet Union For 

example, one can h d  the image of Lenin, and indeed the whole Soviet project, 

caricatured on T-shirts. The effect of such ridicuIe is to destroy the sacredness of 

these signs for patriots of the USSR thus neuaalimig theïr power of mterpebtiag a 

Soviet subject. Once p r o f m  these signs no longer cal1 out to the party f a i t f i l  

instead they signifL the demise of an empire. 

This profanity of Soviet signs, however, is not a process that goes 

unchailenged. The ruins of the Soviet Union continue to valorize Soviet signs in the 

press of the Opposition, at Communist Party rallies, at annual celebrations such as 

Women' s Day, May Day, Victory Day, and other such events. However, it is c k  

that the actual space where Soviet s i p  stili continue to recruit Soviet subjects is 

contained within certain areas and times. 

This containment is significant not so much because signs of capital dorninate 

most of Moscow's visuai landscape, but because there is a fairly clear division of 

places where capital recruits and where the ruins of the Soviet Union recmit. Such a 

division of space threatens the juxtaposition that Fiatley had observed in 1993 that 

made both ideologies visible. Indeed, in the near absence of such contrast, one can 



now observe a 'Western'-style resistance to signs of capital ernerging in the f o m  of 

defacement of  ads and graffiti. 

Some general conclusions c m  be drawn fkom these observations. From the 

perspective that the coM war is a battle between private capital's expansion and Soviet 

resistance, it is clear that this war continues today. It cm be observed in the 

parliamentary struggle between the Reformen and the Opposition as weil as on the 

1eveI of ideoiogicai recruitment as illustrateci in the analysis of Moscow's visuai field. 

The change in this field, fkom one where signs of private capital and Soviet s i p  

coexisted in the same space to one where they are once again becoming segregated, 

signals capital's success in the war, as weii as a threat to return to totalitarian space, 

where the work of ideology becornes invisible (dbeit capitaüst this time). 

Nevertheless, this war is far fiom over, as the Comrnunist Party may very well find 

itself in control of the state, thus altering the dynamic of the battle once again What is 

most significant, however, is not which totalitarian power - private capital or the 

Soviet Union -- ultirnately wins the war, but what opportunities this war opens up for 

a new course to be staged. 



The Soviet Anthem 

"Vodka and orange juice!" 1 shouted through pairs of dancing legs that 

stomped drunkenly ail over the wooden bar. The surface of the circular bar was 

covered with dancing partyes. It became a stage of sorts, as weii as a border across 

which money flowed into the centre and drinks flowed out. 

"Thirty-six roubles," he yeUed back with my drink in hand. That was six US 

dollars back theq or Nne CaMdian. Back then when the rouble was wonh something. 

I handed him the money over the bar and he passed my drink in return, careh1 not to 

bump into the dancing legs. 

The air was hot. My shirt clung to my sweaty k k .  1 tumed around, leaned 

back against the bar and watched the tratnc. People were runniag m a mad fienzy in a 

circle around the bar. But these were no ordinary people. They were monly ex-pats 

f?om Britain and the States, and the sons and daughters of New Russians. 

This place was off W s  to rnost Russians. It is not that they weren't allowed 

in. Segregation worked differently h m .  If you had 50 roubles to spare for the cover 

charge, you were OK That kept out aimost everyone whose daddy- hadn't robbed the 

state coffers. Except for women, of course. They were ailowed in for fiee. More 

than that, they were bnid to corne with fiee drinks, and ... we- I'll just let you read 

their ad for yourself: 

Hungry Duck Bar. Coming to you live, Friday June 19th Ladies Night 
7-9pm We are going to jam the place with more than 800 of 
Moscow's finest young women. With the continuation of the Duck 
tradition we wili be gning away fiee drinks while the ladies get all hot 
and bothered over the male dancers. Guys don't worry, doors open at 
9pm and then we will all get naked in the blisterhg heat and find ways 
with our beautifbl counterparts to reünquish the sweat fiom our pores. 
Don't miss it, the Duck is hoppin and we're not stoppin. Joùi us 
Friday 19th for the most explicit, high intensified, no holds barred 
extravaganza party in Moscow. Our condom machine was stolen off 
the waü, so please bring your own. The bar wiil be open to at least 
7:OOam in the morning or until Craig gets laid. Don't worry about the 



latter, so bring your gear and get ready to party (the h i l e  16(11), July 
1998). 

This was the Hungry Duck, and this ad was in an English language weekty calied the 

E d e .  i\s o u  c m  see, the product here is young Russian women and the buyers are 

the rich and the Western. The seller, that is, the owner of this place, is 'one of us' -- a 

Canadian, or maybe 1 should say 'one of them' - a capitalist. 

A blonde woman ran by me with her arms up in the air and a vacant srnile on 

her face. A m m  ran behind her, pawing at ber breasts. Others followed. They 

appeared to be celebrating sornething. Maybe the fàU of the Soviet regime and the 

new fieedom to nin amok. Maybe it was the feeling that it was al coming to an end -- 
the last party at the end of the empire. It certainly seemed like they were not iunning 

toward? but away ftom, sornething. 

Much louder than the screarns of celebration was the latest pop music, which 

made certain that aii were toeing the party luie, like a laugh track on a sitcom The 

music came fkom aii around: 'Tm a Barbie girl in a Barbie world. Life is plastic, it's 

fantastic." This was the rnost popular song in the club scene at the tirne. 

"Corne up!" yelled Noel, one of the Canadians who brought me here. He was 

dancing on the bar, dong with the rest of the group who was studying Russian at 

Moscow State. We aii lived in the same sector. Sector "G". It was rnainly graduate 

students and illegal workers fkom the South who Lived here. Moscow was a closed 

city to aii who were bom elsewhere and without money, even Russians. But since 

Moscow was the home of capital in Russia, rnany Russians fkom ali over the country, 

particularly fkom the South, came here looking to seil their labour-power. A lot of 

them worked under the table, and üved at the university because of the cheap rent. 

They were iUegal aleliens in their own country, and the Hungry Duck was certainly off 

lùnits for them 

"OK!" 1 c h b e d  up to the bar. 1 wiggled around a bit and started to relax. 

n i e  view was dinerent fiom up here. You could see the traffic going in circles fiom 

above. You could also see money flow across the bar into the centre and drinks flow 



back out. But what 1 saw next changed the entire place. It was Lenin, sitting at the 

bar, having a beer! 

"Look, it's Lenin!" I pointed him out to Noel. 

Lenin noticed us staring at him and d e d  with a wink. 

"I've seen him near Red Square before," yeiled Noel. "You can get your 

pictwe taken with him" 

So there 1 was dancing on top of the bar, watching a bunch of dnink and horny 

Russian women dressed in their best clothes running around the bar, k ing  chased by 

foreign currency. And there was Lenin, sipping his drink and advertising his fze.  The 

air was hot. The music was deafening. The people were nrnning in circles, grophg 

each other. 

And then it ail stop@: the music had changed. It was the Soviet anthem 

Everyone stood at attention, even Le& They sang: "A union 

indestructible ..." With han& on their hearts, they kughed as they sang. îhose who 

knew the words sang the- the foreigners who didn't, cheered them on, waving their 

beer cups. A young maa to my right swayed as he slurred the words which had 

become a part of his body through years of force-feeding. 1 had seen him earlier in the 

washroom pretending he did not speak Russian. To be Russian in this place was no t 

very cool. But he sang with ail the others. He sang like he was laughing at some old 

bully fiom school whom he had met years later, whose We was in ruins. 

There was something chilling about this. 1 stood there and watched. 1 

wondered i f 1  would alsa be mocking the Soviet anthem Like this i f 1  had grown up 

here. 1 hated antherns. But there was more than that here. They were not only giving 

the finger to authority, they were giving the tinger to each other. 

The only other tirne 1 heard the Soviet anthem was about two rnonths later at a 

Communkt Party (CPRF) rally. It was a cold and grey stereotypical Moscow day. 

Tens of thousands of people gathered near the Russian 'White House'. They carried 

bannen denouncing Yeltsin, pictures of Stalin and ~ukashenko~', a few oPLenin, none 

'' The president of Belarus. 



of Marx They were mostly older Russians, although there were some student groups 

there as weU. 

It was here that 1 fkst clued m to the power of my ~ r t h u r ' ~  press pas. 

Journalists assembled on a raised pktfom h m  where the speakers would soon be 

addressing the crowd. 1 tried to get up there to take some crowd shots, but security 

wouldn't let me up the seps. 1 figured I'd try the press pas% Someone back home 

told me that it might be usefid to have, so 1 c-ed it around with me. Besides, in this 

place the more ID you have the better off you are. So I flashed the pass as 1 walked 

up behind other journalists, and next thing 1 knew, I was above the rest of the crowd - 
al1 with a laminated printout fiom a L e m  Canadian University rag. After this had 

happened my reseaxh took a tum toward a jouniaüstic approach which opened up a 

lot of fascinating ground. 1 started to interview people as a jounialist, not a 

'researcher', and discovered that they were a lot more interested in talking. 

At this raiiy, however, 1 just took pictures. The crowd assernbled with their 

flags. The journalists set up their equipment. AU of a sudden 1 noticed one of the 

joumalists scrambling for his camera. 1 looked back and saw several reporters running 

away fkom the crowd, toward Genady Zyuganov, who was approachhg. 1 ran d e r  

them, A moment later 1 was right in fiont of hirn and the three bodyguards who 

surrounded him. The joumalists poked microphones and camera lenses in between 

people toward Zyuganov in the centre. We ail jockeyed for position as he slowly 

walked up to the edge of the platform, stopping every so O ften to answer questions. 

The crowd cheered as he came cloxr, and music started bIasting over the loud 

speakers. The song was about Russians -- how great and tnistworthy they are. It was 

like a pep rally in high school. 

The second song was the Soviet anthem A dose of Russian nationahm 

followed by Soviet nostalgia The crowd became solemn. They took off their hats. 

many wept. These were people who had seen everything crash in fiont of  their eyes. 

These were the ones who spent their lives building a society that was king conquered. 

These were casualties of the Cold War. 

29 The studen t and community newspaper at Trent University. 



They sang the Soviet anthem with mernories of a better Life than what they 

lived now, and rnoa importantly, what they expected fkom the fùture. There was a 

sense that the course that they were on would not bring anything to look forward to. 

They did not belîeve that this was a transition that would eventually end m prosperity. 

Very few people in Russia believed that any longer. Even the youth. If the partyers at 

the Hungry Duck were running away fiom the past, then these people were nrnning 

back toward it. But the fiiture was beyond the horizon of their haginations. 



"My own red Russian nationalisrn is avant-garde, revolutionary, super-modern" 
(Eduard Limonov, [leader of the National-Bolsheviks] the Exile, 0 1 (5 7), January 1 4- 
27, 1999). 

The longing for a better world will need to arise at the imagined meeting place of 
rnany movements of resistance, as many as there are sites of closure and exclusion. 
The resistance wiU be as transnational as capital (Tain A. Boal, "Up From The 
Bottom" In Firsr World, Ha Ha Ha! 173-4). 

Skinheads with Che Guevara Flaes 

There is a tendency among lefiists in the West toward an international politics 

of ernancipation A signiscant moment in the unfolding of this tendency was the First 

International in 1 864, which sought to otganize the working class across national 

borders. The subject of international emancipation bas broadened over the years. It 

began to include rnany groups thaî collectively k e d  systemic oppression dong lines 

of gender, semai orientation, and race in many parts of the world. And now, rnany 

indigenous nations are organizing internationally. ï h e  Encuentro gatherings, which 

had k e n  started by the Zapatistas, are an example of this phenornenon. 

International politics of ernancipation has fâced rnuch criticism for not 

reflecting on its own national origins and consequently, for perpetuating coloniaiism- 

Liberal feminism is a classic example of the subject of such cnticism The oppression 

faced by white, middle-class women hmdamentally ditfers 60m the oppression fàced 

by other women across borders of class and race, and nation. Women's organizing 

across these borders tends to overlook the critickm that the category 'wornan' is 

constituted within such borders. Moreover, such internationalism appears to stem 

fi-om liberal notions of universai equality between individuals, which betray iiberalism 



as an ide0 logy of capitalim Recaii that nom the perspective of capital neither race, 

eender, sexual orientation, nor nationality matters. AU people are brought under the - 
same common denominator - they are bearers of the one rnagical commodity that can 

create more commodities: labour-power. Even with the best intentions 

internat io nalism appears to repeat the mistalces of the missionaries. 

Ha* said that, however, it is quite clear that while capital erases such 

differences as it homogenks the planet, it also bene- !iom ali such differences 

because they hgment its opposition. This fragmentation stems fiom the different 

ways in whic h various nations experience capital's totalizuig dynamic. Moreover, 

these nations perpetuate tbis dynamic and bene& fiom each other's oppressioa For 

example, a workhg-class Canadian who struggles for a more equitable distribution of 

wealth in her country bene& fiom the oppression of Russian working-çlass women 

because such oppression increases the overail wealth that the Canadian bourgeoisie 

extracts &om Russia. This fragmentation makes nations enernies and focuses their 

resistance against each other instead of the source of their fragmentation thus 

ensuring that capitalisrn continues on its course. And since c a p i t h  is a system with 

global aspirations. no single nation can survive its dynamic on its own. 

The ambivalence between a politics of universal emancipation and national 

hiration appears unresolvable. One the one hand, capital can only be beaten 

int emationdy; on the O ther, universalism perpetuates CO lonialism This ambivalence is 

very real, and stems fiom the ambivalence in the dynamic of capital itself: it benefits 

Fom the national dserences that it seeks to erase. Consequently. leftists within their 

respective nations find themselves in a difficult predicarnent. Resistance against capital 



demands international coo peration, but international fionts tend to repiicate e?asting 

colonial relations between nations. Thus, leftists m wealthy nations iike Canada tend 

to be social democrats (because there is a lot of weaith to be redistn'buted). while 

isfiists in poorer nations, or nations that have no international recognition or 

statehood. tend to emphasize nationhood over class. 

But this split among the left is not simply a product of opportunism. The 

ambivalence between nationalism and intemationaikm can be found in muc h of lefiist 

thought. including Marx and Engels', The Cornmirnisi Manifesto. This pamphlet was 

comrnissioned by an international organization, the Communist League, and sent a 

clear message of international struggle with its closing hes:  "Working men of ail 

countries, unite!" (Marx and Engels 1848: 58). However, in this pamphlet one ais0 

fin& the following: "Though not in substance, yet in form, the struggle of the 

proletariat with the bourgeoisie is at first a national struggle. The proletariat of each 

county must, of course, first settle matters with its own bourgeoisie" (31). The word 

'%sto' suggest that the national struggle must at some point becorne international. The 

past 150 years of the development of capitalism, however, has resulted in the opposite 

taking place. 

The status of nationaikm among leftist movements becomes more si@cant as 

capitai continues on its course of erasing nations and homgenking the planet. 

Nationalisrn becomes more prevalent, and emerges as a powerfil force. This fàct 

makes some leftists uneasy because it fragments the global proletariat and recalls the 

fascist movements of the 1 920s and 30s. In fact it appem that European history, 

having been exported to the colonies, may be replayed in other parts of the world. If 



this is the case, then the worst thing the lefi can do is to reject nationalism On the 

contrary, it mut theorize nationalism so as to barness its power in a way that daers  

kom National Socialism 

Natiooalist po iitics are further complicated as national identity becomes 

cornmodified. The quea for authenticity, that is, who is a 'real' member of a certain 

nation becomes a central problem The construction of nationhood becoms a key 

battleground between classes. 

In the contradictory context of contemporary global capitalism that 1 have 

bnefly sketched above (perhaps too quickly) 1 wish to introduce the statw of 

nationalism among the Russian ~eft.)' 1 wiU begin with the clearest political 

expression of the contradictory role of nationalism there - the National-Bolshevik 

ParSr- 

The Natr'ond-Boishevik Party 

April5, 1 998. On this chilly spring day, several hundred members of the National- 

Bolsbevik Party gather at the foot of  the Cathedra1 of Christ the Saviour in M O S E O ~ ' .  

Waiting for the rnarch to begin, sorne of them wave the party flag -- red with a 

hammer and sickle inside a white circle. Others hold on to large signs with various 

messages: 'My boss didn't pay me. so 1 killed him', 'Your commercial could be here', 

'S teal f?om the thief. kill the killer', 'Niggers, Drugs = Death'. From amongst the 

'O By 'Russian Lefi' I am referring to groups which self-identi@ as lefi and which are perceived tc? be 
left in the media and in mainstream politicat discourse. 
j' Another cathedra1 had once stood here, but it had been destroyed by Stalin and a swimming pool 
had been built in its place. This reconstnidion is part of the overall process of 're-Russifj.ing' Russia. 



crowd of young ma and women, a teemged boy, weeRog a sbat with an image of 

Egor Letov - leader of the anarchïst punk bsad, Civil Defense - poses for my 

camera. 

The niarch begias. The crowd follows theu leader, the fàmous writer Eduard 

Limonov, and a chorus rises ttirough Ihe streets: 'Capitabm is shit!', 'A dead 

bourgeois is a good bourgeois', 'We hate govermnent', 'Yankee go home!', 'Lenia 

Stalin. Che Guevara', 'Revoiution!' and 'Russia is evffythmg, everything else is 

no thing ' . 



A man in his rnid-mies - heavy set, with a scar on his face - yeüs to me over 

the noise of the crowd, "Al1 English speakers must be destroyed. They are Our 

enemies. [...] You should not walk down remote streets at night. They'ii beat you, or 

spit in your &ce. Our people right now don't like English speakers. Absolutely hate 

them Hate them! Just last Nght 1 punched a foreigner in the fàce. He flew back 

about 3 meters, Ha! Ha! An Arnericaa.. AN foreigners are enemies. I'd shoot ail of 

you." 

''Lenin, Stalin. Che Guevara!" they chant. 

Another man -- in his 30s -- explallis what the National-Bolsheviks stand for: 

"There are two principles: social justice and national justice. We occupy 1 /5 of the 

world right now, but there is not one Russian in the Kremlin -- neither by blood nor in 

spirit. We would like a Russian govemment to be constituted by Russians and the 

indigenous nations of Russia. Seeing as 70% are Russians, then 70% of the 

govemment should be Russian. Neither Chubais nor 'curiy' Nemtsov, but nonnal 

Russian people -- those who don't have property 'over there', but for whom thist9' he 

points around him, "is everything". He continues, "We don't propagate Nazisrn A 

Jew is also a human king, just like a CTkrainian, just like a 'Chukcha' [northem 

indigenous person], just Like a Canadian ... So what is social justice? Now that I've 

explained the principle of  national justice, 1'11 explain the principle of social justice. 

Social justice presupposes that one who works, gets paid. No t buy and seU. but do, 

create, dream up, try ... '' 

1 ask hirn to explain the difference between the National-Bolsheviks and the 

Comrnunist parties. 



"This is a radical periy. Nona>nformist," k repües. "If Zuygmov sold us in 

his Dutaa.. they created their o m  w~lnfltmisrn among thenistives, makiug 6 digit 

salaries, then we hem are hungry. They are fiill, we are hungry... 99 

We are appoaçbed by an oki maa- '7 am 83 years OU." He unbuttons his 

coat, Were are my iaedals." "The slogaas are gocd," he tells the man in his 30s, "but 

you need to act. You don't ask for power, you take it ! They robbed us. Let's go 

stand in h a t  of the Kremlia and not let Yehsm enter!" 

"The mps VVill swat you like a 9.'" laughs the younger nian. 

"But why do you think boys jimipai d e r  ta* with grenades in Stahgmd? 

Don't you tW tbey wanted to live?" tbe old nian respomis, his v o k  cracking. "But 

you want to live!" 



The march cornes to a hait at a public square with a iarge cross on top of a 

statue. The crowd talks amongst themselves as the leadership yeUs out speeches into a 

megaphone. 1 ask sorne of the younger members of the party about the allusions to 

fascism in their flag. 

"Do you know the history of the word ' fascism'?' a man in his early 20s asks 

me. "The Latin word 'fasco' means 'a bunch'. This is where Italians got the word 

fàscism. But personaliy* 1 believe thaî any party? any unity, is milm hscist. 

Particularly, a nationaikt party is closer to fasçism. Not the fàscisrn that came here, to 

us. in the 40s, but a fàscism on a h i e r  levet.. There is no nationai hatred. However, 

we're Russian, we want to Live m a Russian rnanner. We don? want to accept foreign 

national social orders that have been forced upon us for approximateiy 8- 1 0 years 

now ... An Americani;lation.. 1 don't want snickers and parnpers commercials to duil 

the brains of my children. This is what we're fighting for -- to be left alone. We can 

survive without these sniçkers and pampers. There has been an Arnericanization of the 

entue planet for over a century now, and now we're fàlling under that strearn Yes, of 

course, we're slightly fascist -- we're together, we're united, but in no way do we 

propagate national hatred. We try to foster national self-consciousness. 1 believe that 

the wordç Russia and Russians are inseparable." 

The National-Bolshevik Party W P )  f o m d  in May 1993. In the words of its 

ide0 logue, Alexander Doogin, this group is cornprised of "polit ical radicals fiom srnail 

left and right parties and movements, young non-conformists, those who have corne to 

an oppositional stance by way of intuition, those who seek religious truth through 



radicd experience and mysticism, anarchist rockers and disgruntled punks, fimatic 

idealists and mad romantics" (Doogin, ''New versus oid", Limonka, 1 (1 994) in 

Exrremism in Russia 1996). 

This party's politics is ambiguous. It does not recognize, and believes that it 

has overcome, the antagonism between a lefi and a right politics. It recomrnends the 

works of Marx, Bakunin, Fanon, Marcuse, as weU as those of Hitler and Mussolini 

(Lefrists in Russia 1 997: 59). There are eiements of a Iefiist politics in its anti-coloniai 

stance toward the 'West' and its disdain for c a p Î t h  expressed in "Yankee Go 

Home!" However, there is also an extreme right approach in its "Foreigners Out!" 

attitude. It draws its allies fiom both sides of  the spectrum, such as New Left and 

anarchist groups as weU as the racist group, Russian National Unity. It maintains 

permanent contact with Israeli anarchists, which published the National-Bolshevik flag 

on the cover of its magazine "Homer", tiiiiy aware of the flag's allusion to the Nazis 

(58)- 

The Red-Brown Phenornenon 

There is a contentious, but very widely used term in Russian political 

commentary : ' red-bro wn' (or reddish-bro wn). This category is invo ked in evexyday 

speech to si- the synthesis of extrerne lefi and extrerne right, that is, cornmunism 

and fascism, which c m  be observed in the Nationd-Bolshevik Party. This 

phenornenon, however, is not Limited to this srnall group, and the term 'red-brown' is 

used to d e s c n i  the po iitics of much k g e r  political formations, inçluding the 

Communist Party of the Russian Federation (CPRF), which is the most popular party 



in Russia at this the3'. 1 t would therefore be more effective to conceive of the red- 

brown phenomenon not as a politicai grouping, but as a widespread mood in Russian 

society at large which is expressed in parliamentary poiitics. Moreover, its expression 

in parliamentary poiitics is not con6ned to any one Party, but permeates the entire 

Russian body politic. 

The term 'red-brown' 6rst appeared during the late perestmiko period to 

si- events which involved the cooperation of both communist and nationaI- 

patriotic organizations; however, as these two blocks bec- more allied, 'red-brown' 

began to sign* their synthesis as opposed to a simple CO-operation (140). A 

signincant event that brought these p u p s  together was their alliance in the banle to 

de fend the parliament building in October of 1993 against Yeltsin's forces. 

Nevertheless? the ody  group that can be said to ernbody such a unification in its pure 

form and on a conscious level thus far is the National-Bolshevik Party. 

Other parties in these two blocks tend to present themselves as either 

communist or national-patriot; however, one can O bsene an ide0 logicai synthesis 

already taking place. One can see a 'brown' politics emerging m the self-proclaimed 

'red' Cornmunist Party in its thesis of the 'golden bilfion' -- the notion that the 

wealthiest one billion inhabitants of the p h e t  use most of its resources at the expense 

of the exploited countnes of the third world (141). This concept is not necessarily 

fàscist, and is quite sllnüar to the position of 'dependency theory' in sociology. What 

is disturbing, however, is that the Cornrnunist Party joins Hitler's thesis of 'bourgeois- 

nations' and ' proletariat-nations', and sees its own (rneaning echnically Russian) 



bourgeoisie in the position of the 'exploited proletariat' (14 1). An analysis of 

exploitation under capitalism that is based solely on nationhood tends to reproduce 

existing class relations within nations. For exarxtple, the transformation 0 f Germany 

under the Nazis maintained existing property reiatioas. 

The synthesis of red and brown is thus one which has permeated the largest 

political formations m Russia and yet tends to escape the consciousness of its 

practitioners who continue to refer to themselves in their traditional language of Iefi 

and right. Moreover, the mass media also continues to define the nght in traditional 

language while maintaining the term 'red-brown' exclusively for the lefi. Thus, the lefi 

has a somewhat fmist character in Russian political discourse. 

It is vital, however, to recognize the one-sidedness of  this unity: this is not a 

simple joining of red and brown, but rather a 'brownification' of the red. And this 

' b r o ~ c a t i o n '  is not Limited to the lefi side of the spectrum. but has permeated the 

entire body politic. This process can be conceived o f  as the effect of a nurnber of 

nationaliçms that exist as a political force that ail political façtions are stmggling to 

harness. 

The refonners block -- Yeltsin and Company -- are equally affected by this 

process. This can be seen in their active reconfiguration of the constellation of the 

present historical moment so as to project themselves into the distant past of the 

Russian nation. For example, there is a rebirth of old Russian language, particularly in 

bank~ '~  and other homes of  capital. The 'brownification' of the reformers is invisible, 

however, because it fits seamlessly with capital's We-process of commodEcation. 



'Brownification' appears on a red background as a stain, but is absorbed into the 

background of c a p h l  and becornes just another cornmodity in a field of cornmodities. 

Thus, the reformers hamess nationalisrn by cornrnodi@ing ali that is Russian 

The vigorous celebration of the 8 5 0 ~  amiversary of Moscow in 1997 

iiiustrates ho w the re formers' seek to commodifL Mosco W. This cornmodification 

projects the Russian capital at once into the pas? and into the future. By projecting it 

into the past, the current regime (the reformers) constructs a consteliation of the 

present moment that includes itseif with Mosco w's distant past. The present appears 

in this constellation as a moment in a linear progression between past and fbture. 

JO hnathan Fiatley writes, 

This celebration, heavily advertised throughout the city, emphasized on 
the one hand, the greatness of Mosçow now, its pedigree as an 
international citv, ready for foreign investment. Mosçow itselfwas to 
be seen as an attractive comrnodity - shiny, new, sexy. Not only new 
and sexy ana shiny, but also sailing through time into the tùture. The 
celebration seemed to articulate a sense of  Moscow's past that was in 
keeping with this sense of progress, of moving forward into the fbture 
(1999: 46). 

Thus by c o m m o d m g  Moscow in these celebrations, the reformers have presented 

themselves as the hein of the Russians who made this city, at the sarne time as 

presenting its advance into capitalism as the route which maintains the course it has 

k e n  on for 850 years. 

Consequently, the red-brown phenornenon can be thought of as the visible part 

of the process of  'brownification,' which has affected, and continues to affect, the 

'' The word 'bank' can be found on Russian banks with a -hard accent' following the 'k'. This 
spelling resurrects the old Russian way of writing 'bank'. 



entire Russian body politic. This ' brownification' is an expression of a rise of  a variety 

of nationalisms. 

In Light of  these reflections, one is faced with the following question: How has 

the Russian body politic been transfonned to make possible a synthesis of left and 

right? 1 have suggested that this transformation has something to do with a nationalist 

mood arnong the Russian people. 1 will therefore refocus my lens of inquiry on the 

global processes that have resulted in this mood. 

In the Cornrnunist Manifesta, Marx and Engels descni the globalking 

dynamic of the capitalist mode of production: 

The bourgeoisie, by the rapid improvement of al1 instniments of 
production, by the immenseiy fâcilitated means of communication, 
draws a l ,  even the most barbarian, nations into civilization. The cheap 
prices o f  its commodities are the heavy artaery with which it batters 
down aii Chinese walls, with which it forces the barbarians' inteosely 
obstinate hatred of foreigners to capitulate. It compels d nations, on 
pain of extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode of production; it 
compels them to introduce what it calls civilization into their mi&, 
Le., to becorne bourgeois thernselves. In one word, it creates a world 
after its own image (1 848: 22). 

This description is usefil because it helps one to effective& comprehend Russia's 

predicament. 

Amerka's shift in its foreign policy nom containment (of the Communkt 

block) to eniargement (into places that had k e n  Cornrnunist) is the most visible part of 



the bourgeois colonization of Russian society. The strange political format ions that 

are occurring in contemporary Russia are, in part, a reaction to this domination. The 

iron curtain has been 'baîtered down', but the Cold War continues on the temtory of 

the former Soviet Union. 

The specifics of this dynamic have been theorized by Peter Kulchyski in his 

work on indigenous resistance to the totahhg movement of capital. His approach 

proves to be usehl in this anaiysis of the transformation of Russian po litics. He 

descnis  the process of totalization in the foiiowing marner: 

There is a two-sided movement to this domination, First. there is the 
creation of dispossession and the expelling or marginalization of 
daerence that it irnpiies. That is, the mthless destruction of 
precapitalist social relations. Second, though, there is the intense and 
e q d y  powerful attempt to absorb and assimilate the dispossessed, in 
order to estabüsh the wcessary pool of iabour power, thereby effhcing 
all traces of difference. Both marginalization and assimilation, 
exclusion and absorption, are strategies of to talizing power (Kulchyski 
1988: 175). 

This description of totalization's two-step process of exclusion and absorption which 

Kulchyski locates in Canadian poiitics can be used to focus Marx and Engel's concept 

of capital's globalking dynamic on the specific form of domination that exists in 

Russia today. 

Using Kulchyski's concept one can conceive of the shifi fiorn containment to 

enlargement in Amencan foreign policy as one of exclusion to absorption in the 

process of the bourgeois domination of the Soviet Union. During the exclusionary 

phase, the Soviet Union was constmcted as an alien monster -- the Russian bear, and 

later, the evil empire - which had to be expelied. During the current phase of 



assimilation, however, the people of the former Soviet Union are now being 

constructed as incompetent but fkiendly and in desperate aeed of guidance fkom the 

west.14 Whereas in the past Soviet people were viewed as a threat to the bourgeois 

way of Me, today post-Soviet people are seen as a fùture part of the bourgeois order. 

Thus, it can be seen that Russia is currentiy experiencing the absorption phase in the 

process of capital's globalizing dynamic. 

It is during this phase tbaî subversion becomes a prevalent strateey of 

resistance. One of the reasons for this is that during the phase of exclusion capital 

tends to arm the dispossessed with tools that cm be used to resist its totalizing 

movement during its phase of assimilation Kulchyski explains with respect to 

indigenous peoples resisting the colonial state of Canada: 

Faced with the choice of Native culture and way of Me or 
enkmchisement, tbe vast nÿijority of Native people struggled to retain 
and adapt their culture. Significantly, they were able to do so in part 
because the legislation that was developed to assimilate them had to 
define them in order to do so and the legal mark of difference could be 
ulthately reinterpreted as a support for their distinct subject position 
(1992: 180). 

Much like in Canada, where the legal mark of difFerence has been used as a tool of 

resistance, in Russia the cultural mark of dserence constnicted by capital's totalizing 

dynamic is king used to galvanize support for resistance. 

In their struggle againsc assimilation into the bourgeois order Russian people 

are employing the cultural mark of difference which the bourgeois order had 

maintained during its exclusionary phase. Their domination is generally perceived as 

'' This shiA in the represemtation of Russians can be observed in the overall shift in the representation 
of 'the enerny' in popular culture. Consider, for example, the representation of Kiingons in Star Trek 
v. 



the colonization of their nation (or evil empire) by the American nation; consequently, 

resistance is commonly seen as synonymous with national hiration. 

The subversion of the 'evil empire' into a bais for a community of resistance 

can be seen in theoretical terms as a form of strategic e s s e n t i a h  This form of 

resistance alerts one to the constnictedness of categones; however, instead of 

deconstructing these categories, strategic essentialism seeks to make use of them by 

means of subversion. Denise Riley illustrates bw strategic essentialism functions with 

respect to the category 'women' : "it is compatible to suggest that 'women' don't 

exist -- while maintainhg a politics of 'as if they existed' - since the world behaves as 

ifthey unambiguously did" (Marshall 1994: 1 19). Sirnilarly, the concept of the evil 

empire3' -- which once served to exclude and dispossess a group of people who 

refused to pray to the market -- is now being invoked by those people thernselves in 

order to maintain their distinction in the face of capital's phase of assimilation. 

An anti-colonial attitude has recently emerged and has becorne popular among 

the Russian people. For example, an article in the the Globe and Mail quoted Mn. 

Maleyeva - a 44-year-o Id woman who had once voted for Yeltsin - saying, "Russia 

shodd be a great country, but it's become k e  a colony of the West" (the Globe and 

Mail, October 8, 1998). This attitude has corne to be expressed in an anti-colonial 

politics that is largeb based on subverting the colonial marks of ciifference constructed 

by the bourgeois order during its exclusionary phase. 

Such a politics seeks to subven these marks of difference by taking pride in the 

racist and chauvlliistic bourgeois constructions of the Soviet Union. One can observe 



this on the micro-level of  cultural poiitics. For example, there is the vaiorization of the 

vodka-druiking, hardheaded, au-enduring Russian man. There is also an invocation of 

the old Soviet regime as a powerfid empire on the verge o f  world domination. These 

bourgeois constxuctions are king used as a basis to assert a society that is distinct 

from the bourgeois order, whiçh dominates in the West. The Russian man is invoked 

to arouse a sense of eternal endurance m the face of  hardship. The Soviet regime is 

invo ked as a f d e d  attempt at a just society. Thus, an oppositionai identity is 

constructed by usine such marks of dserence. 

This identity is most commonly expressed in the language of nationhood, but is 

neither stable, nor monolithic. There are a variety of nationalisms that seek to hamess 

this anti-colonial mood. For exarnple, there is nationalism that is based on ethnicity 

embodied in the group Russian National Unity, which seeks to establish a Russian 

state for ethnic Russians. This group's exc1usionary stance toward non-Russians, 

particuiarly its anti-Semitism, recails the poiitics of the NaPs. However, there is also 

the more inclusive concept of Soviet natiodism, which is based on a common history 

rather than ethnicity. The anarchist punk rocker (who is now a National-Bolshevik), 

Egor Letov, proclaims himseif a Soviet nationalist. 

Soviet nationalism is an interesthg phenornenon because it is based on a nation 

that never really existed. The USSR was not a nation, but a union of repubiics with a 

number of nationalities. The passport of each citizen stated her nationaiity in addition 

to her membership in the Union. There was, and continues to be, much strife between 

the various nationalities, with the Russian nation dominating al others. ïhus, there 

5s It would be misleading to niggest that ibis specific term is used; however. the concept of an empire 



was never a sense of a Soviet nationality; nationhood was based on ethnicity. 

Significantly, Jacques Derrida observed that 'Uie USSR is the only name of a state in 

the world which does not refer to a particular place or a particular nation" (Jacques 

Derrida 1993 : 1 5). Similady, Benedict Anderson notes that "the Soviet Union shares 

with the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland the rare distinction of 

refbsing nationality in its naming" (Benedict Anderson 1983: 2). The USSR could 

e& anywhere in the world and include any nation. Thus Soviet nationaihm cannot be 

seen as rn identity based on nationhood, but rather as a strategicaiiy essentialist 

attempt to make use of a colonial mark of dinerence in order to disrupt the disfourse 

of nationhood and unite the various nationalities in an ad-colonial identity. 

This form of  n a t i o n h  (more accurately -- patriotism36) does not, however, 

overcome national strife. Its rhetoric invokes the valourization of the Soviet Unioa, 

and thus overlooks the Russian colonization of the other nations within the USSR 

Consequently, the many nations that ~ f f e r e d  assunilation under the Soviet regime 

have welcomed its destruction and take delight in the current colonization of the 

Russian nation by the 'West'. 

This failure to overcome the pro blern of national self-determination hs t ra tes  

the solidarity of a comrnon fiont to resist the absorption of all the nations of the 

former USSR into the bourgeois order. Moreover, the new bourgeoisie of each nation 

- - 

that rivals the American empire is certainly invoked. 
j6 1 use Orwell's distinction between nationalism and patriotism. He writes. "By 'patriotism' 1 mean 
devotion to a particdix place and a particular way of life, which one believes to be the best in the 
world but has no wish to force on other people. Patriotism is of its nature defensive, both miiitarily 
and culturally. Nationalism, on the other hand, is inseparable from the desire for power" (Orwell 
1945: 1). 1 believe OMreil's distinction to be problematic (partly due to flaws in his theory of 
nationalism); however. 1 use 'patriotism' to bring to the reader's attention that: i) such a distinction 



transforms this nationalism into commodities and sek them to these nationalists. For 

example, one of the National-Bolsheviks proudly showed me his cigarette pack that 

advertised itself as a counterblow to the USA The ad shows a Russian cosmonaut 

painting the US space shuttle with the design o f  the cigarette pack, with the words 

'counter blow' dong the bottom 

This mood of anti-Western nationalism, anti-Russian nationalism, anti-non- 

Russian natioaalism, and Soviet nationalism is expressed as a 'brownification' of the 

Russian body politic, which is pregnant with various natiooalisms. These nationalisms 

are reactions to the curent bourgeois colonization, as well as the tiesh wounds fiom 

Russian colonktion, of the nations of the former Soviet Union One can conceive of 

them as strategicdy essentialist f o m  of resistance of the assimilation phase of the 

globaijzing dynamic of capital. In this context it is no wonder that there is a nation- 

based analysis in the rhetoric of the Cornrnunist Party, such as the thesis of the 'golden 

billion' and the resurfacing of Hit Ier's idea of 'bourgeois-nations' and 'proletariat- 

nations'. 

This transformation of Russian po litics compücates a lefiist analysis because of 

the new role that nationalism plays when capital shifis its strategy fiom exclusion to 

assimilation. Nationalism ceases to be solely a tooI of dividing the global proietariat, 

but serves as a basis to resist the totalizing dynamic ofcapital. Thus, the lefi's 

ambivalent attitude toward nationalism -- that is, its internationaikm on the one hand 

and its support for national-liberation movements on the other -- becomes signincant 

in its analysis of contemporary Russian poiitics, most signincantly illustrated in the 

exists in the Russian ideal; ii) nationaiism is tw broad a concept, which mut  be theorized in greater 
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politics of the National-Bolsheviks. In a context where nationalism has such force it 

must be theoked effectively by the left so as to harness its pwer of resistance, lest it 

unite with socialisrn in the traditional manner of national-socialism. 

detail: i i i )  there is a 'defensive' as well as an 'offensive' aspect to nationalism. 
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An Interview with Alexander Buzealin 

1 first met Alexander Buzgalin at the Socialist Scholars' Conference m New 

York in the spring of 1997. He gave a very clever presentation on the political 

situation in Russia using the dinosaurs of Jurassic Park as an analow. During my t k  

in Moscow 1 met with him several times and participated in sorne of his political 

projects. Through my experiences 1 1earned that Buzgalin occupies a very unique 

position among the contempo rary Russian le fi. 

Before the breakup of the Soviet Union, Buzgalin was a member of the Central 

Committee of the Comunist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) during its final two 

years of existence (1 989-9 1). When the CPSU was outlawed in August of 199 1, 

Buzgalin joined the emerging Labour Party. This party advocated a market economy 

with a representative democracy, dong with traditional leftist values, wbich include the 

overcoming of alienation, fkeedom fiom the power of governrnent and capital, and the 

replacement of paid labourers with a society of fiee cit kens (Lejtists in Russia 1 997: 

1 77). This party ceased king an active political agent during the period between 

1994-95 due to a split with its furirncial backers. 

At the present time, Buzgalin is involved in a number of projects, rnost 

siCenificant king the International Association of Scholars for Democracy and 

Socialism (IASDS), which he heads. This group is not a political pariy, but is engaged 

in "theoreticai action in the interest of leftist parties and movements" ( 1997: 1 79). Its 

activities include conferences, seminars, and round table discussions. 

1 had the opportunity to present a paper at their two-day international 

conference in Juiy, 1998 called 'The Comrnunist Manifesto: the next 150 years'. 

There were approxïmately 200 people in attendance Eom around the world. There 

were five sections at the conference, each of which was in the realrn (or Eom the 

perspective) of political economy. Due to the philosophical nature of my paper (which 



dealt with Me imagery in Marx's Capital), 1 ~ i a s  piaced in the sixth sec t io~  which was 

called 'non-standard approaches'. My paper evo ked a charged discussion, but it 

appeared quite out of place, and 1 felt was not undentood, or perhaps was not quite 

reievant to their situation. 

In addition to this association of xholars, Buzgalin also leads a mont. public 

forum called 'Club Dialogue'. These discussions focus on particular pro blerns O Il 

theory and practice among the Ieft. I attended two such forurns and participated in 

one that was on 'Leftists in the West'. Seeing as 1 was the only 'Western' lefiist in 

attendance, they asked me to say a fkw words. 1 spoke about some forms of Native 

resistance to colonization in Canada. The reception was mixed, but pronounced -- 
some clearly showed that they took no interest in t h ,  while a few saw its relevance 

and eagerly asked questions. 

Buzgalùi's International Association of Scholars for Democracy and Sociaiism 

and Club Dialogue are jointly involved in another project, called the Youth University 

of Contemporary Socialism The courses here are offered and attended on a strictly 

voluntary basis without any payrnent. 

Buzgalin is aiso the editor-in-chief of the journai 'Alternatives', which acts as 

the print media organ of these organizations. This j o d  is published four tirnes a 

year with a current circulation of 2000 copies. 

The political orientation of this group (which at first glance appears to be 

social-democratic) is complex and must be viewed in the context of the contemporary 

le fi in Russia An authoritative pubkation called Lefrists in Russia (which was in fact 

brought to my attention by Buzgalin's own group) categorizes the left into the 

foilowing groups: 'kft-radicals', which includes Trotslqkts, New Left groups. and 

anarchists; 'radical cornrnunists', which includes Stalinists and ultra-nationalists: the 

Communist Party of the Russian Federation (CPRF); and the 'democrat ic le fi'. 

According iû this text, what distinguishes the 'democratic le fi' fiom the CPRF is its 

distaste for nationalisrn and chauvinism (Leftists in Rusia 1 997: 1 76). 

The theoretical specificity of the 'democratic left' is its apparent focus on 

Marx's early works, particularly on his concept ofdienation The politics ofthis 



movement appear to conccnirste on overcoming atienation as tbeir central objective. 

Moreover, it is eqgaged m dapting Marx's thought to the partkularities of the 

Russian context, and consequentiy, rethinkmg tbe theory of the induslrial proletariat as 

the agent of revoiutioa 

On June 221998'1 conducteci an interview with BuzgalPi m order to niap out 

the lefi m Russia and bis rok withM it. 

Alexander Bugalin and myseif at his home in Moscow, 1998. 

L: l'm trying to derstand the coniemporary leftist movement in Russia. First, 1 

would iike to ask your opinion about tbe dfl- between leftisl here and leftists 

m the West? 

B: Let's begin with tbat. In truth, it's a compkx question tbat demmnâs a setious 

adysis. 1 can share with you sorne initial impressiom The first, and most @@kant 



impression: completely different bases -- economic, social, ideal (base of ideas) -- for 

leflism. In the West there is a long evolution of capitalist society which had in its past 

the struggle of the proletariat, which rests on a cornplex but existing ciass of paid 

labourers, and which bas an evident antagonist - capital (which is organized in a 

complex way, but is nevertheless present). Our situation is much more complex. In 

the past - a discredited quasi-socL& order. I have called it mutated socialism, but 

there maybe other names. In the past - a massive Coamunist Party which 

monopolized ail socialkt ideas and practices, and perverted them Today there is no 

nomai, that is, classical ciass of paid labourers- The social base of the Ieftist 

movement consists of the poor and those discontented with the reforms, not the 

classical proIetariat of history, etc. There is no normal, traditional opponent in the 

sbuggle for social and politicd ideas. There is no norxnal, private capital, nor state 

monopoiized capital. There is a complex comection between patenialistic 

bureaucracy with a strange state with Feudal and Soviet experiences. For example, 

quite ofien workers must struggle dong with the director and the owners of their plant 

in order to get credit fiom the state. This is completely rational for no& lefiists. As 

you can see, the situation here is dif5erent. A serious answer to your question would 

require an analysis of the specificit ies of t he Russian transitional economy, social 

structure, and politics. 

This is on the Ievel of bases. Let's look at the smfàce level. Western leftists, 

as a rule, appear as the part of the population that is more democratic, more sociaüy 

oriented, and more concemed with human rights, Plus organizations that are relatively 

open, democratic, some of whic h are connected with the social-democrat ic tradition, 

some with the tradition of Euro-comrnunism, etc. There are very few Stalinist 

organizations. 

In Russia the situation is dserent. The principal leftists are the Communist 

Party of the Russian Federation which grew out of the Communist Party of the Soviet 

Union with authoritarian bureaucratic traditions, with nostalgia for the USSR, with a 

very rigid bureaucratic intemal structure, which in fact does not act to defend 

democracy and human rights (although it may say so in their programme). Among 



Westem lefiists it is more characteristic to find a greater degree of internatiooalism. or 

at least an anti-nationaiism. For ours, it is more characteristic to find a nationaiism 

It is also important to note that we have diftierent lefiists. 1 am speaking of the 

main part, the so-caiied left spectrum of the Communist Party of the Russian 

Federation. Russian Communist Workers' Party, lead by Tiulkin, is a StaIinist radicd 

orthodox variation of CPRF. That is, they are more Stalinist. more radical, more 

orthodox, more m love with the USSR They believe tbat revisionkt deviations began 

after Stalin died. There are also sxnaii democratic leftist socialist structures that 

resemble Westem ones. Smaii Trots- groups which cooperate with Western 

T r o t s w s .  Small groups of anarchists - severai people. Severai srnail social- 

democratic organizations which are attempting to cooperate with social-dernocrats in 

the West. There is our association of Scholars for Democracy and Socialism, which 

tries to cooperate with the New Lefi, such as the Party of Democratic Socialism, Party 

of Communist Renewal, Party of Labourers, etc. 

L: Do you believe that groups iike the Communist Party of the Russian 

Federation, which are nationalisticdy oriented, can be viewed as leftist? 

B: It's a complicated question. If one understands left to mean first. opposition 

and second, opposition oriented on socialism, then based on forma1 appearance the 

Comrnunist Party of the Russian Federation is a leftist political organhtion. If one 

understands left to mean only that which is understood in the West -- that is, those 

who go fürther than democrats regarding questions of democracy, human rights, 

protection of minorities, social defenses [prograns], etc. -- then one is faced with 

severai contradictions. 

1 have attempted to demonstrate in my work that our politid spectrum is 

more cornplex. There are at 1east two vectors: the distinction of leftists and rightists. 

and the distinction of advocates of democracy and advocates of the strong hand. 

nationalism, power. There are at Ieast four parts to the political spectrum In fact, one 

couid make a multi-vector political picture. It's an old idea. One couid make an n- 



vector political space. For example, 6rst vector: socialismkapitalism; second vector: 

democracy/authoritarianism; third vector: intemationalism/nationaiism etc., each 

vector could have a significance in this system o f  CO-ordinates. Then one could do 

comparative research. 1 simply have no time to do this. That's why a cornparison of 

lefiists in the West with those in Russia is a cornparison dong ody one of the vectors 

of measurement, but there are many vectors. And on many of the other vectors CPRF 

is not a leftist party in the Western sense. 

That's why it is important to avoid one mistake: very often a Western 

researcher says that there is a leftist and there is a rightist. What is a leftist and 

rightist? That which is understood in Arnerica and Western Europe. That is a certain 

Arnenco-centrism or Western-centrism. That which is in the West is standard, correct, 

scient& - ail else are deviations fiom this scientific standard. However, if we 

proceed fiom a multi-vector map of the world then for Russia there may be a specifiç 

social standard for its specific socium, that is, there are different social structures and 

dflerent de finitions of left and ri@. 

L: This is very interesting because this is exactly what I experienced. 1 came here 

with my views of left and rïght, and realized that it's very difficult to comprehend 

what's happening here with these categories. I have the following question for you 

then. 1 understand that this is euro-centrism, or a Western view. Then the question 

that 1 have is why it is different here? Do you believe that it is for historical reasons, 

or are there other reasons as well? Why is such an approach insufficient? 

B: Fust, we r e t m  to the old question of the difference between lefiists [in the 

West and Russia]. Yes, without question f k t  of ail because Russia and other 

countries of the former Soviet Union are different sociaL economic, and political 

formations. We have in our past the unique experience of quasi-socialisrn This did 

not exist anywhere else. Ofcourse this has left an enormous starnp. Second, there 

existed deeper historical preconditions. For example, there was no developed 

capitalism. The contemporary situation is such that we have not bypassed nor moved 



to a standard, Western society with a market capitalist economy, \vit h a parliamentary 

political system, with ideological pluralism, etc. We exist m a transitional socium. 

Very cornplex, with specifïc laws of life and development. NanuaUy, within this 

socium we have a different political spectnin 

L: In the beginning of April 1 was at a rally of Lirnonov's National-Bolshevik 

Party (NBP). 1 took pictures and conducted interviews, and 1 found myself very 

interested in their symbolism, which appeared to be a mixture of fascist and comrnunist 

signs. For example, a Nazi £iag with a harnmer and sickle instead of a swastika Or a 

flag with Che Guevara. 1 found this particularly surprising. 1 don't think that you can 

find anywhere in the world a group that at Ieast appears to me to be fascist with a flag 

with Che Guevara. Later 1 discovered that they have a chapter in Kamchatka that 

recomrnends a list of authors for their members which includes Marx and Engels and 

Trotsky, and Hitler and Mussolini, and the New Left, and Marcuse and Fanon. I'm 

having difticulty disceming what is going on here. This is a very strange mixture, 

which is sometirnes referred to here as red-brown. 1 was wondering what your 

thoughts are on this topic? 

B: In order to comprehend in general what's going on here one must begin with 

the fact that this society is transitional. This is not a descriptive term but a substantive 

one; this is its primary detennination. Since it is transitional then the old connections 

and deterrninants have unraveled, but new ones have not yet formed. That is why in 

econornics, social Me, politics, ideology, culture is 'kasha'. Confbsion. Combinations 

of uncombinables. The best way to conceive of this is to imagine an old stained glas 

artwork -- red, green, etc. each had their own pieces. Then it was broken, mixed up 

and certain parts were swept up into several piles. Complete mix. Moreover, this mjx 

has somehow learned to Live and reproduce itseif. That is, it is attaining a certain 

stabihy. These things occur during transitions of epochs. Little research has been 

done on these transitional, unstable epochs. When in people's minds appeared 'kasha', 

morality, ideological, cultural values. It is s i d a r  here. Red-browns are a variation of 



such a mixture. Preconditions exist in the past. It is an authoritarian, bureaucratie 

variation of  socialism. These are in principle akeady uncombinable. This is a 

continuation of this line, taken to the absurd. 

L: So you believe that this 'kasha' has occurred because this is a transitional 

moment here? 

B: Yes, but this transitional moment could continue for long decades. That is, in 

common thought we are used to beginning wah the fact that there is a stable society. 

You may be to a lesser degree, but our generation lived in stable conditions of 

socialism, while my coueagues in the West Lved in conditions of  a stable capitalism 

And there was a feeling that it has always been this way and that it will aiways be this 

way. And nothing dineTent was possible. Like in a primitive village where for 50,000 

years it k always the sarne year in and year out. The situation today is dflerent, and 

apparently this situation pennits one to suppose that these stable societies are short 

penods in history, while transitional epochs are in fact long. We exist in such a long 

transitional epoch now. 

L: Let's Say that this is a transitional epoch. Where do you think this transition 

wiii lead? 

B: There as severai aspects here; that is, several rneasurements of transition. 

There is a global measurernent of transition; that is, the entire world of necessity, 

alienation, in part capitalism to the fùture reign of fieedom, communism, mcialism 

(many words can be used). This is a global transition. This is a global transition for 

centuries. Within this global transition there may be various zig zags, certain courses' 

curved corridors, rivers, lakes, swamps, counter currents. Each country, or parts of 

countries -- thai is, the USSR has hgrnented but it may reunite -- proceed along these 

various channels. The global transition 1 would say is fiom capitalism and the epoch 



of exploitation, dienation to a reign of fkeedotn For Russia, in particuiar. this 

transition is fkom mutated socialisrn to a very specifïc, particdar mode1 of capitalism 

But despite this I'm not excluding the possibiiity that this transition will not 

occur. That is, that we might proceed into a dead end and conserve there for a very 

long period. Like a society on the basis of which has begun a movement toward 

capitalism, but has not transformed into capitalism, and has conserved until they are 

occupied or conquered. For example, China has not been occupied nor conquered, 

and something Like this continues there. It has not moved to capitalism, and fînds itself 

in a very complicated situation I'm not excluding that the same thing may occur in 

Russia 

L: 1 read the article you presented at the conference [conference: The Communist 

Manifesto: the next one hundred and f%ty years. article: Social Basis of the Leflist 

Movement in the 2 1 st Century]. If 1 understood you correctly, you believe that the 

concept that the class of the industrial proletariat is the revolutionary class, as written 

in the Manifesto, m u t  be rethought. You direct us to pay more attention to the part 

of the proletariat wbich consists of white coiiar workers, the managers. 

B: It more complex. [See fig 1.1 Within the fiamework of the class of paid 

labourers exist two diffierentiations: a horizontal vector which consists of the large 

bourgeoisie, medium bourgeoisie, petit bourgeoisie, inteUec tua1 proletariat , industrial 

proletariat, Iumpen proletariat -- that 's one differentiation. There is mother 

dflerentiation: people who are capable of social creativity, transformation of society -- 
for exarnple, to create a union, to create an ecological movement, to make reforms. to 

make a social revolution, to begin the building of socialism -- and those who are 

completely incapable of  this, or act against it. This is why 1 would draw an arrow 

here. This is the part which is the creative forces; that is, those who are capable to 

transform society; these are conformists, and these are the enernies of change. The 

t s k  of leftists is to shift this arrow as much as possible to the left. The centre consists 



of mostly highly qualitied, paid labourers - those who are capable of organizing such a 

society. 

Why don't we do this? These questions are mostly repeating what 1 have 

akeady written about in a book called The Fuftae of Sociafim. There, in very 

compact fonn on about one hundred pages are answers to these questions. 

L: May 1 ask more specifiç questions then? 

B: Of course. 

L : Approximately one month ago, in May, there was a demoostration here. A 

group of artists were celebratmg the 30tti anniversary of the events in Paris in '68. 

There were about 200 people there - Osmolovski's group. They blocked a major 

Street for 2 hours. Their demands were obviously unrealizable. 1 have met a number 

of such groups here. 1 wouid like to know your opinion on what kind of a realistic 

effect groups like these can have? 

B: These groups Vary. 1 will speak about certain common characteristics that 

require elaboration. First, what do they do that is usefùl? They force those who 

encounter them to doubt, to question - which is sometimes useful. That is, they fÙIf2.l 

the role of criticism, making strange a world which usualiy appears as commonplace, 

intelligible. Second, they are making connections with the New Lefi in the West. In 

and of themselves they are among the most interesting and creative phenornena. 

Third, in one way or another they pay [and direct] attention to socialist ideas. That is 

what's usehl about them That is why we love them and try to cooperate with thent 

In ail O ther aspects, in my opinion, this is 'originalizing', and is a dead end political 

tactic. Much revolves around posing, play, 'originalking'. The process and self- 

realization is more important than real political and ideological action. It is very 

important for them to see themselves in this manner. However. these groups must be 

differentiated. The 'actions' Mghi uiclude youth organizations which are quite serio us 



and usefùl, like a part of 'Student Defense', etc., like Osmolovski's art shows -- that's 

serious, interesting art. 

L: What about the sphere of philosophy? What kind of role does philosophy play 

in Russia today? 

B: First of a& we have severai types of real Marxists; that is. those who see 

themselves as  Mancists. First, is an enonnous amount of old-fashion orthodox 

philosophers. You probably have not rnet with the Association of Russian Scholars 

with a Sociaiist Orientation For example, Richard Kosolapov -- a very old-fàshioned, 

classical Mar&. There are several hundred, maybe thousands, of colleagues around 

him in this association. They have rernained Marxists in the old sense. If Kosolapov is 

a smart man. then most of them discuss Marxkn in the spirit of the old text books of 

dialectical and historicai matenalisnz I don? think this is a creative or prospective 

part, but it exists. Second, there is a group of critical Marxists, or n e o - M d s .  For 

example, in our association everyone belongs to this orientation The cuituro logist, 

Arslanov; Zlobin, who is dead now; in many respects, Mezhuev, despite the fact that 

he sees hùnself as more of a fol10 wer of Habermas, in reality he's much more of a 

Marxist than he wants to advertise. It is not very fashionable, nor prestigious to c d  

oneseifa Marxist today. 

L: Another thing I've found interesting here is that, unlike in Canada where there 

are many opportunïties to becorne active, it appears to be a lot more dinicult to be an 

activist here. I've observed many different demonstrations and rallies, like 

Osmolovki's and the miners, but 1 have not seen anything permanent, such as an 

association of activists which works on an ongoing basis. Why is this the case? 

B: First of ail. the country is very poor, and those who are capable to take part in 

and organize such actions must work two to three jobs in order to survive. People 

have little tùne and strength for social action. Second, we have a very strOng tradition 



of paternakm and passivity. That is, there is no tradition of self-organization, 

initiative. There was much social activity, but it was as a rule organized fiom above, 

and was a partly mandatory aspect of Me. If you wanted a career, you had to take part 

in such actions. When this is not dictated fiom above then initiative is required and 

there is iittle experience, no tradition, no such mentaiity. 

Another important aspect is the diiliculty to organize such an association. 

There is a difEerent level here. For example, in order to publish a magazine in the 

West it is enough to find readers for it. If you found readers they can pay six to ten 

dollars for a magazine and not bve any worse for it. For them this is not a problem. 

They can subscn'be to five papers on top of that and stiil nothing much will change for 

them This would amount to a srnaii hct ion of their incorne. Here it would amount 

to a large portion of one's incorne, and one would think whether to buy a toy for a 

chiid once a year or to subscn'be to a leflist magazine. This is the choice. And so the 

number of le ftist ac t ivist s diminishes. 

Another reason is that we have a ngid political system, and in truth any form of 

self-organization is -. For example, if you engage in socid activity at the university, 

particularly oppositional, you wili have problems with studies, with teaching, etc. We 

tned to organize classes for the 'Youth UniversityT at MSU. There is stiü a 

department of the KGB at the university. They wrote a letter to the dean stating that 

we are engaged in potitics, which is prohiited in the constitution. Despite the fàft 

that this was a scholarly project. If 1 were to have a Trotslqist seminar 1 would be 

kicked out of the university. This is another reason. 

However, 1 would not exaggerate the passivity here. Maybe in cornparison to 

the traditional university Me in the West this may appear passive, but there are many 

places in the West where real activity is no less passive. 1 have many fiiends in 

American universities where nothing has happened for years. 

L: 1 have a question about the miners strike. What do you think is the motivation 

behind this. and do you think we wüi see more actions like these? 



B: The motivation has mostly to do with the crisis that is occurring here. Aiso. 

what 1 would Iike to especialiy stress is that there is now the beginnings. based on 

pract ice [experience] of a conviction among miners, teac hers, docto rs, professors that 

the current government pays out money oniy partiaily, but cannot solve the problems 

in their entirety. We have gone through three or four rounds of promises that have not 

k e n  kept. When with the help of actions money was received, and then everything 

started aIl over again. Practicaliy everyone has gone through this, and came to the 

conviction based on this expenence that tbis doesn't work. That is why they are now 

putting forth the slogan 'not money, but change of president'. 

Concerning the miners picket, I don't think that it will end successfülly; that is, 

change the president. CertainIy not. But what is very important is that they are 

stimng social consciousaess and are proving to people that something can be done. 

That there are actions, that the po wers fear this, that they are heard, that it is enough 

to brïng one hundred people to Moscow and they will speak about it on the radio and 

television, and write about it in the papas, that sorne type of solidarity is fonning. 

There is a slow building of real bottom up movement. Some are workers, some are 

teachers, some are professors -- toilers, 1 would say, but not only industrial workers. 

In Russia so far it is mainly these unusual structures that are protesting. This is an 

example of that diagram that 1 drew. In the West they are usually in a privileged 

position, but here they are in a cornmon position. 



L: I'd Iike to return to one question. 1 was very surprised when 1 saw the iàscists 

with the fiag of Che Guevara. 1 Çound Ït surpisimg because bere was a right p u p  that 

carried a sign which meant ieft everywiiere in the world. I cannot reconcile myself 

withthe~tthatt&rra~onfor~is1&historical'kasha'tbatisoecurriogbere. 1 

was wondering ifyou had any additional thoughts on why this is happening? 

B: 1 gave you two explaaations. First is the 'kasha'. The second 1 spoke about 

eariier. There are several measurements of tbe political spectnin Based on one 

characteristic, Russian conception of sociaüsm coincides with k i s t  conceptions of 

soçialism; namely, a strong state, ordet, anâ social de-. That is, tbat which is 

f o d y  conmion to Stalin and -. Pius, for these young activists it may be very 

important tbat Che Gucrara and tbeir comeption of Nazis are active, stniggüag, and 

romantic figures. Tbey bave a difiirria miage Nazis - h k s ,  ngbters fbr ideas, tbat 

type. An Hnage which is 6ir h m  redity, but neveRhekss -. That is, Che Guevara, 



for them is nothing more than a fahionable symbol of something radical and 

stmggling against everything. He's against and they're agahst. They're hated and 

he's hated. A complete 'kasha' in the heaci. 

L: This must pose a huge problem for leftists here. When they q on the radio 

that such people are lefiists and when people in general perceive them as lefiists then it 

must become very difnfult to express a leftist politics because when ail these signs 

sig* somethiag different, o r  it's unclear what they signifl now. In Caaada if 1 want 

to express myselfas a lefiist, it is very simple because everyone understands -- there 

are particular sigm which si@ the lefi, there are those that signw the ri& but here 

there is a 'kasha'. So where to go f?om here? 

B: This is one of the fùndamental problerns why we fïnd ourselves in such a 

cornplex, contradictory state of m. You see, your logic ïs such that there is a 

particular order, and aii eise is disorder. But here the order is different. Here this 

'kasha' this confusion, this indetenninacy is the n o m  But exact undermding of 

political orientation is not the norm, not the standara not cornmon. 

L: But ifthis is the n o m  - ? 

B: niis not the --. You see, this is not progressive, this is not effective. this is not 

democratic, it is not sociaily just, but this is relatively stable. That is, this is bad, but 

this is the way it has corne together. And the problem is not to say that this is sorne 

sort of foolishness, the problem is to understand how to change this uncornmon, 

strange thing, and to understand why it reproduces itselfïn such a stable manner. 



Figure 1 (Bugalin 1996: 46). 

Social structure of contemporary pos~c~assicai capitalism 

CONFORMlSTS 

Subjects of 
Hegemany 

Corporate-capitalist elite (subject of the hegemony of corporate capital) 

Middle bourgeoisie, highest managers, "elite" intelligentsia and others 
who embody the hegernony of corporate capital 

Smaii bourgeoisie, fmers, w 

Subjects of fiee creative labour OF ASSOCIATED 
SOCIAL 

Associated workers-CO-owners LABOUR 

Wage labourers engaged in creative labour 
intelligentsia") 

Wage labourers engaged in reproductive, industrial 
machine), or hand labour 

Workers who are enslaved not only by economic constrahts, but also by\ 
non-economic constraints, such as patriarchal traditions, etc. 

Paupers, lumpen proletariat, etc. 



"It is not hing but the de f i te  social reiations between men themselves which assumes 
here for them, the htast ic  fonn of a relation between things. In order, therefore. to 
find an analogy we must take aght  into the misty realm of religion. There the 
products of the human brain appear as autonomous figures endowed with a Mie of their 
own, which enter into relations both with each other and with the human race. So it is 
in the world of commodities with the products of men's bands" (Marx 1867: 165). 

Izmailovski Market 

Soviet pins and pemmts. Old stamps, coins, caiendars ... 

"And bok! Here are more pins: Soviet spaceship ... cosmonauts ... Lenin ... 

here's young Le& .." A b i t e  cold gust of whd makes me press my eyes shut. 

"Where are you fiom?' 

1 pretend not to hear him, avoiding eye contact. 1 scan the objects on the tabk 

of his stall, squinting against the cold wind. My eyes stop on the silvery flasks with 

red stars on them. 

"You like those? Which one do you want?" He moves toward them, eager to 

rnake a d e .  

"How rnuch are they?" 

These  are ten dollars, those are twelve," he points to the more expensive 

ones, which have a black leather-like surface instead of the bare silver. Ironicaliy, the 

more expensive flasks look cheaper because the Soviet stars clash with the black 

surface, betraying how contrived this souvenir is. It is so obvious. it is sharneless. 

"Where are you fiom?" he presses. 

1 move my gaze fiom the flasks back to the pins, pretending to be losing 

interest- Another tourist brushes against my back, trying to get through to the next 



staii. There are dozens o f  stalls selling fkirly similar things: old Soviet paraphernalia 

and their replicas, as weil as Russian traditional-like crafts. AU forms of old army 

fatigues, medals, stereotypical Russ;;in fùr hats, Russian doüs (rnatrioshka) which fit 

into one another.. . In Soviet times these doiis were ~nanufàctured with the traditional 

image of the girl with flowers; in these new times the doll has becorne hiberated and 

has metamorphosed into your favourite football team, your fàvomite pop band ... you 

can even bring pictures of  your h d y  and have one custom made to immortalize your 

clan, The you, of course, is the Western tourist. 

''Tm fkom Canada," 1 answer him in Russian, 

"Canada yes," he continues in English. T o u  like the pins? The flasks? Very 

handy," he dernonstrates, putting a flask in his inside pocket. 

"1s that how you stay warm out here?" 1 smiie and meet his eyes. 

"Sure," he pulls out a bottle of vodka fkom under the table. "YOU would iike 

some?" 

"Of course," 1 rub my han& tcsgether. He p u r s  two shots and gives me one, 

dong with a pickie. 

"To better weather," he toasts. 

"Exactly," 1 swdow the vodka and quickly chew on the pickle. The burning 

passes through my chest and rests m my stomach. It wakes me up to fight off the cold 

more vigorously. The pickie soothes my mouth. Thank you very much," 1 return the 

glass. 

"So how is it in Canada?" 

"It depends where and who you ask." 



CC Yes, yes ..." His eyes turn hack to the flasks. 

" b t  do you think it's UeT' I ask. 

He laughs. "I think that there it must be easy and boring." 

"For some," 1 reply. At that moment 1 feel a strange tug on my pocket where 

my twenty-dollar bill is. 1 quickly look down and cover my pocket, but there is no one 

there. 

30 whaî flask you want? Maybe this one?" he han& one to me. I take it in 

my hands without thinking, still preoccupied by the strange semation 1 just felt in my 

pocket. "Tweive dollars," he says. 

T h e y  wanted meen at the last stail," 1 think to myself. I've ken wandering 

through this market for more than an hour now, looking at tourists and Russians - 
buyers and seilers - wiggle their way through the day. I've bought a few things: an 

old Soviet plaque with Lenin's profle -- a red one, and some Soviet pins -- the ones 

that students had to Wear. 1 got several of the one that 1 had to Wear in grade one 

when I still Lived here, or rather, there -- in the Soviet Union. It was a pin with the 

head of a srnall boy with wavy hair m the middle of a red star. 

1 had bought the pins in another part of the market. Or rather, outside of the 

market. ï h e  market outside of the market. These were people who lined the waikway 

to the gate to the real market with the remains of their belongings. There was 

everything fkom old shoes, to old M y  photos, to war medals. They displayed their 

only commodities on the snow or on top of a blanket which they had laid down to 

cover the ground. These were mainly old women -- short, stocky, their heads covered 

with a cloth and their rotten teeth fidihg out. These were the sisters of the same 



women who stood in the metro begging for help, and the ones who lined the sidewalks 

s e h g  moonshine. 

"You take it, yes?" he intempts my thoughts. 1 feel this strange tugging in my 

pocket again 1 reach in and pull my rnoney out, clutching it in one han& the Bask in 

the other. "This is a good present for some one," he suggests looking at the Dask and 

the money in my hand. 

"Yes, it is for a &end," 1 reply, looking down at my hands which feel 

cornpelled by some irresistble force to corne together. 

"In Canada?'' 

"Yes." The £iask and the money approach each other. 

"Your brother?" 

"Yes, a brother." They mornentariiy b m h  by each other as the flask and the 

money exchange hands. 1 give him the twenty and get fifty roubles back. A s  1 release 

the money 1 feel satisfied and strangely awake. "Thank you," 1 put the subdued h k  

into my bag, looking at the man as iffor the fim tirne. He look cold. blowing on his 

hands. He has a short dark spotty k a r d  covering paie old skin that stretches over his 

hi@ cheekbones. His eyes are watering fkom the cold. He pulls the vodka fiom under 

the table again. 

"Another fifS grarns?" he offers. 

'Wo, thanks. I'm w m "  

"Good luck," he smiles, raising his glass. 



"Whoever has emerged victorious participates to this day in the triunphal procession 
in which the present ruiers step over those who are lying prostrate. According to 
traditionai practice, the spoils are carrieci along in the procession They are called 
cultural treasures, and a historical materialist views them with cautious detachment. 
For without exception the cultural treasures he surveys have an origin which he cannot 
contemplate without horror. They owe their existence not ody to the efforts of the 
great minds and talents who have created them, but also to the anonymous toii of their 
contemporaries. There is no document of civilization which is not at the same time a 
document of barbarism. And just as such a document is not fiee of barbarism, 
barbarism taints also the manner in which it was transmitted fiom one owner to 
another. A historical rnaterialist therefore dissociates himself f?om it as far as possible. 
He regards it as his task to bmsh history against the grain" (Benjamin 1940: 256). 

Soviet Pins 

The tnumphal procession continues today in Moscow just as it had during 

Roman rule and in Benjarnui's time. The same narrative is played out time and again: 

the tourist leaves to go to a faraway land and returns home with souvenirs. Souvenirs 

have become an integral part of tourism to the point where the very absence of a 

souvenir has been cornmodified and tumed into a souvenir itself: 1 am referring to the 

shirt on which is Mtten '-- went to -- and al1 1 got was this lousy tee-shirt!' For 

tourists that go to Russia, these 'cultural treasures' are the mins of the Soviet Union; 

they are the spoils that are camed along in the procession. A 'Western' tourist who 

goes to Russia must ask herself the foiiowing questions: How is buying a war medal 

fkom a staming veteran of the Soviet Union different fiom the spoils of the wars of the 

Roman Empire? How is showing off these souvenirs different fiom the triurnphal 

procession? 

In thîs section 1 will attempt a Marxist analysis of cornrnodities whose 

exchange-value does not immediately appear to be related to the labour-time required 



for their production The Soviet rhool  pin. which had once been awarded as a rite of 

passage and which is now sold as a souvenir, is one such object. Through an anaiysis 

of this pin's journey nom a Soviet product to a commodity, 1 wili illustrate the extent 

of various processes of colonization of Soviet society by private capital. 1 wili then 

return to the problem of the 'Western' tourist's relation to such souvenirs. 

Benjamin contrasts the historicist view that these souvenirs are 'cultural 

treasures' with that of the historical rnaterialist who Wews them with cautious 

detachment". The historical rnateriaiist c a ~ o t  contemplate the origin of these cultural 

treasures without horror. This horror stems fiom the underside of civilization, its 

O ther: barba- Benjamin locates the barbaric aspect of documents of civilization in 

the "anonymous toil" of the contemporaries of the "great min& and talents who have 

created them", and in the manner in which they have k e n  transmitted fiom one owner 

to another. 

This expression of the dialectical nature of civilization and barbarism -- that 

they are intirnately comected and are both embodied in 'cu1tu.d treasures' - can a h  

be fond  in the work ofother thinkers in the Manrist tradition- For example. Fredric 

Jameson writes, "throughout class history, the underside of culture is blood. torture, 

deatk and terror" (Jameson 1984: 5). Marx himself focuses on the barbaric aspects of 

capitaiist production specificdy. 

While Marx sees an emancipatory moment in capitalisrn as a 'civiiizing' 

project. he focuses on the barbarism of capitalist civilization. (In fact. while most 

scholarship on Marx portrays him as a 'progressive' Enlightenment thinker, his own 



philosophy of history is more cornplex, stressing the historical specificity of 

knowledge, and positing the mode of production as its horizon) He demonstrates that 

the starting point of capitalist production is the forced separation of people fiom their 

means of subsistence or living (Marx 1867: 875). He shows that as capitalist 

production develops, as people are civilized, they become more barbaric due to the 

estrangement of their labour. They lose human innuence over the production o f  the 

ideal (in Ilyenkov's terms) to the market. Recail that Ilyenkov attri'buted the fact of 

idealist philosophy to dienation rather than faulty thinking. Because people become 

alienated fiom their means of making the world, they become alienated fiom the world 

that they make, and fkom each o h ,  and even themselves. They begin to resemble the 

brutish, shallow warrior individuai - the mythic barbarian on which their civilizat ion 

rests. 

The horror that Benjamin's historicai materialkt experiences as she 

contemplates the origin of 'culturai treasures' is reiated to Marx's overaii critique of 

the capitaiïst mode of  production. The ''anonymous toii" that Benjamin speaks of has 

been theorized by M m  in bis critique of political economy as the surplus labour that 

the capitalist extorts fiom the worker. This surplus labour is congealed in the 

commodity as its surplus-value: ïhe difference between the value of the product and 

the value of the elements consumed in the formation of the product, in other words the 

means of production and the labour-power" (Marx 1 867: 3 1 7). Marx's concept of 

surplus-value makes it possible to quantfi the exploitation of the worker in the 

production of a given product. Thus, whiie the products of capital awe the historkist. 



the exploitation of those who had produced these ' culturai treasures' horrifies the 

historicd materialist . 

In order to d y z e  the exploitation of the pin's producers one must recognize 

the specificity of the Soviet socio-economic formation. Marx writes, "What 

distinguishes the various economic formations of society - the distinction between for 

example a society based on slave-labour and a society based on wage-labour - is the 

form in which this surpius labour is in each case extorted fkom the immediate 

producer, the worker" (1867: 325). He directs the reader's attention to the 'form' in 

which a given system extorts surplus labour. 

The fonn of extortion under the Soviet regime was neither slave-labour, nor 

wage-labour. Just as workers under capitalism trade their labour-power for a wage to 

the capitalist, so did Soviet worken trade theu labour-power for a wage to the state. 

But the wage that Soviet workers received was not the central reason they sacrinced 

up their labour-power. Both workers trade their labour-power in order to Nnction in 

the social process of Life in their respective çocieties. However, under capitalism it is 

the wage one receives in exchange for one's work that is vital to function in this 

society, while under the Soviet regime it was the work itselfthat was required to fit 

into the systern (in the USSR one could not Live just on money iike one does in the 

'West'.) Soviet workers worked for the state, not for the capitaiist. But since the 

Soviet state behaved iike a capitaiist on the world stage, as weii as at home. it can be 

said to be a representative of capitai, much iike th2 bourgeoisie. This is why Trotsky 

cahd the Soviet system 'state capitatism'; consequently, I will c d  the f o m  in whkh 

the Soviet systern extorted surpius labour 'date-labour'. 



What distinguishes state-iabour fiom wage-labour is the destination of the 

surplus labour of the worker. Under capitalism it is the immediate representative of 

capitai, the cap% who steak the labour that the worker exerts beyond what is 

required for her own subsistence; under state capitalism, it is the state that keeps this 

surplus labour. In each case, it is the owner of the means of production that Lves off 

the worker. Ironicaily, in the USSR it was those who were most 'on the inside' of the 

workers' state that controlled the means of production, and consequently, received the 

benefits of this surplus labour. In Benjamin's reflections on his stay in Moscow 

between December 1926 and January 1 927 he writes, "The member of a trade union 

who produces a certifïcate of illness and goes through the prescnkd channels can be 

admitted to the most modem sanatorium, sent to heahh resorts in the Crimea, can 

enjo y expensive radiation treatrnent, without paying a penny for it. The outsider can 

go begging and sink into penury ifhe is not in a position, as a member of the new 

bourgeoisie, to buy ail this for a thousand rubles" (Benjamin 1 927: 1 09). Thus, in the 

'West' the bourgeois c1w receives the workers' surplus labour in the form of the 

surplus-value that is congealed in the commodities that the worker produces for each 

individual capitalist; in the Soviet Union, however, the workers' surplus labour went 

directly to the state and was divided among the population based on their rank in the 

state hierarchy. 

The ano nymo us to il that ho d e s  Benjamin's historical mat erialist who 

contemplates the origin of these 'culturai treasures' can be thought of  in light of the 

conditions of production that existed under the Soviet regmie of state capitalkm But 

there is a second horror here, the horror of their second ongin, their transformation 



into c o m d i t i e s  d e r  the Soviet Union was conquered. The Soviet pin's journey 

fiom king a rite of passage for Soviet kids to king a souvenir for 'Western' tourists 

is a h o d c  journey into the heart of  capital. 

This transformation of the Soviet pin signais a hdamentai change in the social 

relations of the mernbers of the Soviet community. If the pin as a rite of passage was a 

sign of a certain social order that mediated the relations between its mernbers, then the 

pin as a commodity is a s ï p  of a Merent  social order that mediates their relations in a 

new way. What is most significant about this new form of mediation is its own 

autonomy fkom the people whose relations it mediates. As Marx bas dernonstrated. 

there is an essential ditFerence between commodities and ali other products of human 

activity. Marx writes, 

It is absolutely clear that, by his activity, man changes the forms of the 
materials of nature in a such a way as to make them usefùi to him. The 
form of wood, for instance, is aitered ifa table is made out of it. 
Nevertheless the table continues to be wood, an ordkary, sensuous 
thing. But as soon as it emerges as a commodity, it changes into a 
thing which transcends sensuousness. It not only stands with its feet on 
the ground, but, in relation to all other commodities, it stands on its 
head, and evolves out its wooden brain grotesque ideas Eir more 
wonderfui than if it were to begin dancing of its own fiee wi11(1867: 
163-4). 

niis will is a product of the fetishism of ordinary things when they become 

comrnodities. These things, as comrnodities, come to be worshipped, and achieve a 

certain autonomy fkom their producers. Moreover, they develop their own 'Me- 

impulse', that is, capital, and come to dominate their producers. 

It must be made clear that the Soviet pin as a rite of passage is no less 

'straightforward' a thing than it is as  a souvenir, however, their f e t i s h  differs. 



While it can be said that the pin in both f o m  stands above its producer, one must 

dserentiate the order of alienation in each case- The Soviet pin had been produced by 

workers under the direction of the owners of the means of production for the specific 

purpose of being a rite o f  passage. The workers had no say in what had been 

produced, or for what purpose. In other words, they were alienated fiom the entire 

decision-making process. Similarly, under capitalism workers are alienated in the 

production of commodities; however, this alienation (by capital) is much more severe. 

The Soviet pin had been produced with a particular use in mind; a commodity, on the 

other hanci, is produced for the single purpose of king sold; its use is only important 

insofkr as it facilitates its sale. Thus, whiie the worker is alienated in each case, those 

at the head of the state had controiied Soviet production, while the market controls 

commodity production. 

It is the roIe played by the market that is vital to an understanding of the 

dEerence between commodity fetishism and 'Soviet fetishism'. Recaii that "Objects 

of utiiity becorne commodities oniy because they are the products of the labour of 

private individuals who work independently of each other" (Marx 1 867: 165). 

Independent producers f o m  a market, which cornes to dominate the whole production 

process. The use-value o f  ordinary products becomes locked in a sheii of exchange- 

value, because aii commodities rnust be exchanged before they c m  be used. 

Consequently. comodities come to be seen as something other than products of 

human labour. There is a forgetting that occurs when a product becornes a 

cornmodity: it sheds the source of its production and becomes reborn as an animated 

being which lives in a web o f  relations with other commodities. Thus, commodity 



fetistiism difEers &om Soviet fetishism because it is not simply a form of worshipping 

of ordinary things, but the creation of a new form of  life buoyed up by the market. 

In addition to the difference between commodity fetishisrn and Soviet 

fe tishism, another distinction must be made: the difference between Ideology and 

ideo logy. Proceeding fiom Althusser's definition of  ide0 logy as "a 'representation' of  

the ùnaginary rektionship of individuals to their real conditions of existence" 

(Althusser 1970: 2 62). it c m  be said that Ideology (with a capital 1) refers to explicit 

political ways of being, such as Libral or C o m m d ,  while ideology (with a small i )  

refers to implicit fonns of interpellation. Broadly speaking, private capital tends to use 

ideology, while the Soviet Union used Ideology. This is partly due to the fàct that 

CO mrnodity fetishism works irnplicit ly, while Soviet fetishisrn worked expiicit ly. 

Commodity fetishism is more powerfiil because its power stems îrom the entire system 

of production and is reproduced with every new product. Under capitaiism. ail 

production is the production of cornmodities; under Soviet rule, only certain products 

were produced for Ideological purposes, while most products were made for simple 

consumptiod7. The fetishisrn of Ideological products was intentionally produced (that 

was their use-vdue), but cornmodity fetishism is an unintentional result of the capitalist 

system of production, 

In addition to being more integrated into the entire production process, 

commodity fetishism is also much more intoxicating in its scope and depth. The 

j7 1 do not wish to suggest here that these products are somehow transparent. Clearly, they have an 
ideal existence (in Ilyenkov's sense). However, theu ideal existence had not been integrated into 
Soviet ldeology Iike the pins. Moreover, consumer goods did not achieve the same level of 
commodity fetishism as in the 'West'. They were quite generic in nature, and central to the identity 



process of cornmodification seeks to transform ail aspects of life into the form of the 

commodity. Consequent ly, commodity fetishism is much more pervasive than the 

fetishism of Soviet ideological products and is much more 'successfu17 (at Ieast in the 

West') in rnediating human relations. Indeed, it is rare to have a human interaction 

under capitalism without it king mediated by a relation between the commodities that 

these people possess. 

The fkct that c o m d i t y  fetishism piayed a much d e r  role and existeci 

dserently in Soviet production indicates that human relations existed in a 

f'undamentally different way. Ait hough bo th the Soviet and 'Western' working classes 

had been alienated fiom the means of production, in the USSR this aliemtion had no t 

penetrated individual relationships to the same extent and in the same way. Whiie in 

the 'West' the working class itself is atomized, Soviet workers felt a sense of solidarity 

because commodities had not mediated their relations like in the 'West'. Ideologicai 

products, like Soviet school pins. interpeilated people as members of a community-in- 

the-making, not as bearers of commodities in a market. 

The fetishism that accornpanies the commodification of the Soviet pin animates 

it as a cornrnodity, but destroys its sacredness as a Soviet rite of passage. The fact that 

ail production under capitalism is the production of commodities means that no 

individual products are given special statu that is distinct fiorn their exchange-value. 

In the words of  Marx and Engels, "AU that is solid melts into air, aii that is holy is 

profaner (1848: 2 1). Thus, while aii products are animated, no single product is 

sacred. 

of their bearers, Most significantly, thq, did not mediate individual relationships to the extent that 
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This sacrilege is significant because it perfomis a necessary operation for 

capitalism to fùnction: the exorcism of the producer fiom the product. Michel 

Taussig writes, Yn precapitalist economies the embodiment of the producer in the 

product is consciousiy acknowledged, but in a capitalist system it is essential that this 

embodiment be 'exorcised"' (Taussig 1980: 28). Under capitalism the producer is 

aiienated tiom the product of her labour. Not only does she not get to keep what she 

makes, but she is not to think of her product as something that she maices; instead, 

what she rnakes is money in the form of her wage. In contrast, Taussig cites Marcel 

Mauss' study of Maori exchange, where there is "the belief that an article that is 

produced and exchanged contains the life-force (hau) of the person and objects in 

nature fiom whence the article derived" (1 980: 28). However, under conditions of 

capitalist production, the 'Me-force' of the producer is purged Iiom the product . 

This exorcism occurç because the production of commodities is geared for 

exchange, not use. Since comm~dities must be exchanged before they can be useci, 

the relations of exchange arnong the cornrnodities themselves dominate what is 

produced. Thus, there is a reversal of the direction of the control of the production 

process fiom the producer to the products of her making. As Marx demonstrated in 

Capital, the immediate producer becomes a tool of the production process. 

Consequently, the products that are made under such conditions are 'Melesso ; that is. 

they do not embody the Me-force of their producer. Instead, these products are 

anirnated by a vampire-iike Me- force of the products themselves, which is maintained 

they do in the 'West'. 
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by the mode of production. Their He-force is vampire-like because it lives on the 

labour of its producers. 

Similady, when the Soviet pin is c o n m i o d ~  it is purged of the Me-force of 

its producers. This is not the exorcism of its immediate producers - the Soviet state 

had already accomplished that - but of Soviet society as a whole. One can conceive of 

this pin as a product of the entire Soviet Union, as opposed to the individuais who 

made it under alienated conditions. It was not made for exchange. but for a qxciiic 

use: a rite of passage in Soviet society. This pin is a product of a community, not of 

individuais, and must be theorized as such From this perspective, it could be said to 

embody the Mie-force of its producer - the Soviet Union. When the pin is 

commodified and sold as a souvenir, it is exorcised of this Me-force and no longer 

embodies its producer. Instead? it is reproduced, re-bom as it were. as an animated 

creature of capitai, which lives vampire-like by stealing the Me of its producer - the 

Soviet Union, 

In addition to the fetishism of  commodities there is another powerfùl 

phenornenon that accompanies comrnodity production - reification. This concept has 

been developed by, and is generally associated with, the Hungarian philosopher, Georg 

Lukacs. In his Reijication and the Consciousness of the Prolerariat, Lukacs writes 

that the basis of reikation is that "a reiation between people takes on the character of 

a thing and thus acquires a 'phantom objective', an autonomy that seerns so strictly 

rat ional and d-embracing as to conceal every trace of its fimdamental nature: the 

relation between people" (Lucaks 1922: 83). Thus, whiie fetishism is the animation of 

inanimate objects, reification is the opposite operation of o b j e c t e g  human relations. 



However, both phenornena are intirnateiy connected and are embodied in the 

commodity. Most significantly, fetishism and reincation mult m the worshipping of 

the cornrnodity. 

The concept of reincation directs one to the fact tbat commodities not oniy 

stand above their producers as animate beings which enter into relations with each 

other, but that these relations corne to appear as having originated in the products 

themselves, and hence as natural. Consequentiy, these relationsl which mediate human 

relations (and are produced by them), harden into imrnutable fàcts of nature. This 

phenomenon occurs due to the capitalist process of production, the same process that 

t u m  products of labour into commoàities in the first place. More spec%cally, 

reification occurs due to the dienation of people fkom each other as a remit of this 

process. Instead of producing as a community, people produce as individuals, and 

theu products become the links that mediate their individual relat ionships. 

It is important to recognize that reification is not a 'f* consciousness', but is 

the objective result of the capitaiist mode of production. Reification is as hard as a 

police officer's baton From Ilyenkov's perspective, reified ('thingified') social 

relations are a part of the ideal, which is d e n  into objective reality. Thus, 

reincation cannot be thought out of existence, it can only be changed by altering the 

way the whole of society produces. 

In Russia commodity production has not been generalized to the point where 

reification has taken solid root. Whiie the fetishism of commodities is becoming 

prevalent, part icularly arnong the 'New Russians', the reification of human relations is 

king resisted. People appear to relate to each other in sirnilar ways to the way they 



related before the f d  of the USSR aithough there is clearly a hardening of relations in 

progress. For example, the Metro controliers wi.ü let people on without paying who 

appear to be poor. There is a sense of soiidarity there that has not been severed by the 

commodity relation - T m  providing you a senice in exchange for your money' - 

which mediates such relations in the 'West'. Also, one often hds that there is no 

concept of 'customer service'. Saiespeopte generdy do not treat customers with fâke 

courtesy to woo their money; instead, one bis an attitude among saiespeople in the 

manner of T m  getting paid to do this rotten job, and 1 don3 owe you a damn thing'. 

In both cases, the relations between these people are not mediated by relations 

between theu commodities. On the contrary, their relations continue to be mediated 

by non-capitalkt (that is, pre 1991) notions. However, their centrai mediating link - 

the notion that they are memben of a cornmunity-in-the-makmg - is king destroyed. 

The cornmodification of the Soviet school pin destroys it as a sign of such relations, 

and its price is the reified form of the new cap* social relations. If üiis pin had 

once si@ed a rite of passage in the Soviet Union, when it sits in the market with a 

price tag it appears to be a holow ornament. This ornament, however, signals the 

process of the regcation o f  social relations. 

This new fetishism and reification are çymptorns of the destruction of Soviet 

society. It is interesting to note Lukacs' citing of M m ' s  observation that commodities 

do not originate within communities, but on their borders. "That is where barter 

begins, and fkom here it strikes back into the interior of the community, decomposing 

if '  ( 1922: 85). There can be no comrnunity where the commodity reigns supreme. 

The Soviet community is indeed king decomposed and a new form of hdarnentalism 



- commodity worshipping - is emerging. The war veteran who sek his medal to 

tourists outside Iniailovski market best ilfustrates this destruction. Possession of this 

war medal no longer s i f ies  a special honour for defending the Soviet Union, but its 

opposite - a sign of Soviet defeat in the Cold War. Recaii that Benjamin's historical 

materiaikt contemplates such a 'cuhurai treasure' with horror for two reasons: f k t  of 

dl, because of the "anonymous toii" of its producers, but also because of "the manner 

in which it was transmitted fkom one owner to another". Thus, the second horror that 

the historical materialkt expenences is the horror of colonialisrn 

The 'Western' historical materialist cannot experience the horror of the 

colonized; she can oniy grasp it in the abstract by means oftheory. From a Marxist 

perspective the cornmodification of Soviet products is the central point of entry into 

conceiving of these 'culturai treasures' çritically. This is how she '%rushes history 

against the grain". In fact, Marx's first volume of Capiral begins with the folio wing, 

"The weaith of those societies in which the capitalist mode of production prevails, 

presents itselfas 'an immense accumulation of  commodities,' its unit king a single 

commodity. Our investigation m u t  therefore begin with the analysis of a commodity" 

(1 867: 41). Thus, it can be said that the arriva1 of commodities signals the presence of 

the capitaiist mode of production and the peresrroiko (or restructuring) of the Lives of 

millions of people. An anaiysis of the cornmodification of the Soviet pin offers insight 

into this restructuring, or  colonization, of the Soviet Union by pnvate capital. 

The horror of these 'cultural treasures' causes the histoncal materiah. 

according to Benjamin, to dissociate herseiffkom them as far as possible. Yet we, 



historicai materialists (including Benjamin), feel a desire to coiiect these 'cultural 

treasures', despite their horrific origin(s). One is faced with the question of how to 

relate to these documents of culture and barbarism? While Benjamin instructs the 

historical rnaterialist to dissociate herser kom 'culturai treasures', his philosophy of 

history offers insight into how these objects can be used to expose the present as "the 

strait gate through which the Messiah might enter" (1940: 264). 

Benjamin directs the historian to grasp Zhe consteiiation which his own era bas 

formed with a definite earlier one" and to stop ''telhg the sequence of events like the 

beads of a rosary" (263). Such a perspective dernands that one does not treat the 

Soviet pin as an artifàct of a particuiar moment in history, but as a tool which can be 

used to stop the train of progress. As an artifact this pin signifies the victory of capital 

in the Cold War, and is nothing more than a 'cultural treasure' in the triumphal 

procession. As an artifàct, the Me-force of the pin's producer - the Soviet Union - 

rernains jailed behind glass, on dispiay with other conquered empires. Instead, the 

historical materialist must use this pin to fom a new constellation of history, one 

where the train of progress does not appear inevitable, but where the present appears 

as the tirne to act. With respect to the Soviet Union, m particular, one must keep in 

mind that it continues in the fonn of mins and is not extinct. The Cold War is not over 

and these pins are weapons that are king used by both sides. The action ofthe 

historicai rnaterialist must be mediated by the status of these ruins as a barrier to 

capital. In this way, the historical materialist engages with the pin's producers not as 

relics of history, but as a living force that is capabte of changing the present. 



"An entire people, which had imagined that by means of a revolution it had imparted 
to itself an accelerated power of motion, suddenly fmds itself set back into a defunct 
epoch and, in order that no doubt as to the relapse may be possible, the old dates aise 
again, the old chronology the old names, the old edicts, which had long become 
subject of antiquarian erudition, and the old minions of the law, who had seemed long 
decayed" (Marx 1852: 17). 

Conciusion: Tradition and Revolution 

It has been one year since 1 lefi Moscow. Much bas changed there, and things 

continue to change at a rapid rate. These changes, however, have been produced by 

exist ing dynamics, which have not changed. Marx had constructed his theory of 

capital as a dynamic theory, that is, as a theory of change. Sirniiarly, 1 have attempted 

to focus on the forces at work in pst-Soviet Russia, which would be usefiil for the 

'Western' leftist to make sense of where things are going there. Hence, 1 have sought 

to make rny sketch in light of the most si-cant of these dynamics: the cold war 

between private capital and the ruins of the Soviet Union* 

Shortly d e r  1 left, the rouble coilapsed. The 'Western' media immediately 

focussed on the return of the traditional Soviet queue. Aithough this time around 

people iined up in fiont of banks trying to secure their savings, not in fkont of empty 

stores looking for grocenes. Eventually, the rouble stabilized at aquarter of its former 

value. A number of premiers have also corne and gone, but the Reformers have 

rnanaged to maintain control of the Russian State, and the overail course has not 

changed, although there have been some casualt ies. 

One of the casuaities of the ongoing cold war has been the Hungry Duck Bar. 

On March 19, 1999, Doug Steele, the Canadian owner of the club, decided to close it 



down, This decision was not made because of poor sales, but because of pressure 

f?om the niins of the Soviet Union The bar was mentioned on the floor of the Duma 

during a debate over whether to revive the Soviet anthem, with new lyrics, as the 

Russian national anthem. The reason the Hungry Duck came up was that a few 

months before, several Cornmunist deputies fiom the Durna came to the bar while on a 

tour of Moscow's club scene. They waiked in as a male stripper fiom Nigeria was 

dancing on the bar with a female customer to the sound of the Soviet national anthem. 

The scanda1 that ensued caused the Canadian capitalist to invest in a dflerent venture. 

The cold war continues. 

***** 

While 1 do not subscribe to the idea of neutrality, 1 must state clearly that 1 side 

with neither the Reformers nor the Opposition, private capital or state capital, the 

'West' or the niins of the USSR. Instead. 1 have sought to present both sides f+om a 

Marxist perspective, focussing on the opportunities for revolut ion that their dynarnic 

offers, particularly for 'Western' leftists. Through the process of reflecting on the six 

months I spent in Moscow, 1 have found myselfpondering the fact of nationhood in a 

new light. Conversely, the significance of nationalkm in pst-Soviet Russia has led me 

to focus on the relationship between tradition and revolution in Marxist thought. For 

if Marx did indeed understand revolution as a "leap in the open air of history" ( 1 940: 

26 1 ), as Benjamin suggests, then what is to be thought of nationaikm nationhood. and 

nations? My attempt to locate the opportunities for revolution, which the dynamic of 

the cold war presents to the 'Western' iefiist, has directed me toward a rethinking of 

nationatism, and consequently, the status of tradition in Marxist thought. 



The status of tradition is vitai to a powerfùl understanding of revolution 

because the latter is in many ways defined against the former. In k t ,  revolution can 

be thought of as an overcoming of tradition. It is in this way that capitalism is 

revolutionary. Capital destroys tradition in many ways, including by cornmodi ig  it. 

But Marxkm is also revolutionary. In k t ,  it claims to be even more revolutionary 

than capitalism because it seeks to revoit against that very mode of production. Thus, 

while capitalism destroys ail tradition, it becomes a tradition itseifand begins to 

conserve the status quo. The Marxïst tradition, on the other hanci, has focused its 

revolutionary energy on overcoming capitalirm 

From a Marxist perspective, it is only the capitalkt tradition that must be 

revolutionized, not aii tradition. While most scholarship on Marx focuses on his Euro- 

centrism, there is an equally powerfid tendency in his work stressing the historicai 

specificity of Marxist categones. For example in the Gmndrisse, he writes: 

[EJven the m a  abstract categories, despite their validity - precisely 
because of their abstractness - for ail epochs, are nevertheless, in the 
specific character of this abstraction, thernselves 1ikeu;ise a product of 
historic relations, and possess their fidi validity only for and within 
these relations (Marx 1857-8: 105). 

Clearly, if these categories are only fùiiy valid within these (that is, capitalist) relations. 

then traditions which are not capitalist must be treated dEerently. Moreover, there 

has been a long debate around the issue of the inevitability of capitalirm, as a necessary 

stage for cornmunism. Again, there are several places in which Marx makes it 

absolutely clear that he does not believe that his theory of capital posits this mode of 

production as universally inevitable. For exarnple, in a letter to Vera Zazulich, who 

inquired about the necessity of a capitalist stage in Russia's struggle for cornmunism in 



the eighteen eighties, as weil as the role of the obschina (rural commune). Marx 

wrote? 'ihe 'historical inevitabiiity' of this movement is expressly limited to the 

countries of Western Europe" and that ''the analysis given m Capital assigns no 

reasons for or against the vi tam of the rurai comunity" (Marx 1881 : 41 1-2). Thus, 

there is a tendency in Marx's writings that seeks to revolutioriize the capitalist 

tradition, but does not set itseif against tradition in general. 

What then is to be the role of non-capitalist traditions in revolution? Do they 

play a role? In other words, how is one to conceive of non-capitalist traditions in a 

revolutionary way? One can approach these questions through a critique of Ilyenkov's 

concept of the ideal. 

There appears to be a hanging question in Ilyenkov's philosophy with respect 

to the status of the ideal in a colll~llunist society. His central thesis is that the ideal is 

made by human a c t ~ t y .  Moreover, he insists that individuals do not see the ideal as 

such because they are currently alienated fiom its production, but that in a communist 

society "it wiil become imrnediately obvious that al1 forms of culture are only fonns of 

the activity of human king s". Consequentty, '%uman beings gradually corne to 

understand and hamess the forces which define their world and thernselves within it." 

Another thesis that Ilyenkov advances is that consciousness exists in and through the 

ideal, A question arises: if consciousness exists in the ideafiom where can people 

consciously produce the ideaI in a cornmunist society? 

This vic ious circle between individuals making socie ty thro ug h a conscio us 

plan of production and an existing plan of action on which society rests and which 

makes individuais, is rooted in Marx's own writings. For example, in Capital he 



writes, The We-process of Society, which is based on the process of material 

production does not strip off its rnysticai veil until it is treated as production by fieely 

associated men, and is consciousIy regulated in accordance with a settled plan" (Marx 

1 867 : 3 29). It appears that there must be a previous ideal, a tradition, which 

constitutes individual consciousness, and society as a whole? in its production of the 

ideal. 

The various sections of this work can be thought of as reflections on the 

importance of what has been inherited fiom the past to the struggles of the present. In 

What is Lefr in Moscow: An Introduction 1 drew the reader's attention to the 

disappearance of leftist signs, and how this disappearance makes it difficult for a left to 

emerge in its traditional garb. 1 attempted to theorize this tact as a resdt of a new 

wave of primitive accumuiation, which divorces people fiom their means of cultural 

production. In The Cold War Continues, 1 focused on the s i ~ c a n c e  of the ruins of 

the Soviet Union with respect to contemporary culturai politics in Moscow. The 

Soviet Anfhern was intended as an iliustration of this sigdicance. In Skinheads wirh 

Che Guevara Fïags, I sought to demonstrate the importance in Russia of theorizing 

nationalism fiom the lefi. The inteniew with Buzgaiïn. dong with IZyenkov S Concept 

of the Ideal, were efforts to use local knowledge to make sense of its context. In 

Soviet Pins, 1 tried to demonstrate the transformation of Soviet society through the 

transformation of the pins. Imailovski Market was an illustration of the fate of such 

'cultural treasures' and the relations that they now foster. 0veral.L 1 have sou& to 



demonstrate the relationship between the course that Russia is on and the battle over 

the signiiïcance of its past. 

The wave of optiniism that foUowed the coIiapse of the Soviet Union is now 

virtuaiiy a memory itselç as most Russians are no longer hopefùl about the political 

course of their country. In fact, as I tried to demonstrate in Skinhead wirh Che 

Guevara Flags, there is a growing sense that Russia is becorning a colony of the 

-West'. Consequently, there is an emerging trend to forge an anticolonial identity 

based on things fiorn its past that distinguish it fiom the 'West'. Thus, as Russia 

moves fùrther away fiom its Soviet past, the niins of the USSR become hcreasingiy 

more important to the legitixnization of the present course as weIl as to its critique. 

Whiie these observations are particuiar to pst-Soviet Russia, it can be 

generalized that this trend rnay become as global as the force of capital that it seeks to 

resist. Indeed, the politics of anti-coIonialisrn continue to become more prominent 

around the world, as capital continues to homogenize the planet. This poiitics is 

increasingly king articulated m the language of nationhood. 

This dynamic recalls the political cIimate in Europe in the nineteen twenties and 

t hirt ies, which fostered fascism The red- bro wn p henomenon in contemporary Russia 

indicates that we may be on the threshoId of a new round of fascism If this is indeed 

the case, then a primary objective of the global Ieft (if there is such a thing) should be 

to offer a left alternative to fkcism, which takes nationhood into account, and which 

treats non-capitalkt traditions as allies. 

The various theoretical remarks that I have made based on my experience in 

Moscow are a part of an overail tuni in my thinking about tradition. 1 have sought to 



conceive of tradition not only as a nightmare that weighs on the brain of the living 

(Marx 1 852 : t S), but also as the source of waking fiom this nightmare. 

***** 

In addition to abstmct theoretical conclusions, 1 have also sought to impart on 

the reader a sense of the very concrete contradictory context in which these 

conclusions were arrived. There are xmny moments that 1 did not record, that did not 

seem worthy of recordhg at the moment they occurred. Some of them got stuck in 

my memory, others are gone forever. 

I remember walkïng AUa to the metro station. She was a communist whom 1 

had met at the conference on the Communist Manifesto. She recently broke up with 

Antonio Gramsci's grandson - somethmg about his mother not iïking her. She was 

very interested in leftism in the 'West', and in building international coalitions. We 

had just spent several hours m rny room excbangmg ideas with two Marxists fkom the 

States and one fiom China. What struck me most about her was her intemationalisrn. 

which was uncornmon among the Russian left. Perhaps that is why I was so shocked 

by what she said to me on the way to the metro. 

The wind had picked up, so I put my fleece jacket on her shoulders. 

"You're one of the good ones," she said. 

"What do you mean? 

"You're one of the good Jews," she said. 

"What?" 1 stopped. 

"1 just meant you're not like the ones who run this country," she answered, 

surprised that 1 was so shocked. 



"Alla, what are you taiking about.' 

"Everyone knows that almost the whole government is Jewisb 1 just meant 

that you're not one of them." 

'-One of them?" I laughed. "Who are they, and why am I not one of them?" 

"Look, I'm one quarter Jewish too. You and I are not like thern." 

One of them was Boris Nemtsov, who was a young vice-premier at the tirne. 1 

saw h i .  when he came to speak to the striking miners who were camped out in front 

of the Russian 'White House' (former& the House of the Soviets). He explained to 

these people, who came here fkom aU parts of Russia demanding to be paid for their 

work, that Russia had accumulateci a debt over decades of Soviet d e  and could not 

pay them He went on to say that Russia is now controiled by an oligarchy and that 

the governent is desperately trying to fight them, the oiigarchs. The miners stood in 

a circle, listening to Nemtsov, asking questions, and occasiondy giving impassioned 

speeches. 

At the camp. by the makeshiff tents, things were quieter. Tbere was no alcohol 

dowed, and no women were pennitted to stay ovemight. 1 sat with Sasha and 

Volodya - two seventeen-year-olds who were hitchhiking around Russia. They came 

with their guitars to support the miners. They sang Russian reggae songs about Jah 

and marijuana. This music was in sharp contrast to the traditional Russian songs that 

the miners were Iistening to. Some of the miners formed a circle around them and 

seemed to get into Sasha and Volodya's humour and relaxed attitude. Others yeiled at 

them and generdy treated them as a nuisance. M e r  several hours, they were asked 

to leave. 



There is Little distinction between soft and hard drugs in contemporary Russia 

Smoking a joint tends to elicit a similar response as shooting heroh. This is why 1 was 

so surprised when Sasha Ivanov told me to roii a joint right in the open at our table in 

the restaurant, 

The participants of the conference on Walter Benjamin were ali invited to 

dinner at an expensive Russian restaurant with a retro décor. This dinner was courtesy 

of the George Soros Foudation, and 1 took great deiight in knowing that 'Jora' was 

paying for my $12 haif-pints of Wenny.  1 was sitting at a table with the most 

pro minent Russian scholars of Benjamin, as weU as some fiom the 'West', such as 

Susan Buck-Mons and Johnathan Fbtley. At the end of the meai, as people were 

beginning to leave, 1 remarked to the young woman to my left, Julia Podoroga, that 1 

have something for dessert. Before long, word went around and those who wanted to 

participate stayed behind. 1 asked Sasha were we should go. 

%ght here," he said, smilllig. 

1 turned to Jufia 

"What are you crazy? They'li arrest us!" she said. 

Johnathan, king a foreigner, üke myself, just shnigged. 

We were sitting at a table in a crowded room There is no way that such an act 

would go unnoticed. I looked back at Sasha, who was srniling and encouraging me to 

proceed. Over the few months that 1 had known Sasha, his advice had always proved 

to be hitfùi. But smoking a joint in the open like this seemed like too much of a Ieap 

of faith. After some tirne, his srnile turned fkom an encouragement to a challenge. 1 



took out the hashish fiom my pocket and began to empty the tobacco out of a 

cigarette. 

Julia looked uncornfortable, but did not lave. Johnathan was not as uneasy as 

Julia, but was far from relaxed Sasha continued to srnile. 1 packed the to bacco dong 

with the hashish back into the cigarette and lit the joint. The smeU was unmistakable, 

and us passing it around made it obvious that this was not a cigarette. 

The waitress came over. With a disapproving look, she asked if we wanted 

anything e h .  We got another round ofbeers. Aside fiom the look, she did not say a 

word about us smoking. I could not understand what was happening. Normaiiy, 1 

woutd have expected her to kick us out of the restaurant and to cail the militsia 

(police). But she did neither. It was only when the bill came, and 1 saw the arnount, 

that I realized that for a moment 1 was in a class above the law. 

In Russia, class position is becoming increasing ly analogous to ho w much 

money one has. Strictly speaking, it is stiii one's relation to the means of production 

that determines one's ciass; however, this relation is now generally marked by how 

much money one has, as opposed to one's position in the state hierarchy, as had k e n  

the case in Soviet times. During the Soviet era, one could not survive on money 

alone. For example, the apartment where one lived had less to do with how much one 

had than with whom one knew. That is how Sergei Nicolaevich Zemlanoi got to live 

in hk posh, air-conditioned flat on the outskirts of Moscow. In fact, his whole 

apartment building had been constructed for party fùnctionaries. 

Zemlanoi was a former speechwrïter for Yuri Andropov, and a former member 

of the Central Cornmittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. He was fairly 



young - around fifty, but his career had been cut short by the coilapse of the USSR. 

He now worked as a fieelance journalist for various papers in Moscow. 1 met him at 

the Institute of Philosophy. He was an old fnend of the philosopher, Valery 

Podoroga 

Lke h s t  everyone 1 met in Moscow, Zemlanoi found my project rather odd. 

However, unlike most people 1 met in Moscow, he continued to believe in some form 

of a revolutio~ry project. In the spirit of solidarity, he helped me with rny research. 

We met over the course of several months and read Ilyenkov and Mamardashvili 

together. Our meetings usuaiïy took piace in his apartment. 1 would sit on his couch 

asking questions and feverishiy taking notes, as he wouid nimmage through his iiirary 

in search of the answers. 

The last tirne 1 saw h h  was different. He opened the door and quickiy waiked 

away fiom the doorway, covering his fàce. 1 went inside and found his Living room 

cluttered with books, and clothes and junk. He sat down and 1 could see that he had a 

bandage on his forehead and that he had not shaved in a few days. 

"Do not be alarmed," he said, "1 fell. 1tYs nothing." 

He gave me money and asked me to go d o m  to the store at the bonom of the 

building and buy him two bottles of vodka. 1 did as he asked. When 1 returned he 

poured himself a g las  of vodka and gulped it down like water. 

Wow, what have you written?" he asked. 

I was in the process of writing What is Left in Moscow. 1 read it to him 

translating as 1 went. As 1 read, he drank. 1 knew that he was an alcoholic. but he 



never drank in my presence before. 1 continued to read, thmkmg that it was not my 

place to tell him what to do in his own home. Was it? 

As I read he made comments and asked for clarification. The more he drank 

the more he slurred his speech, but his mind stayed focussed. By the tirne 1 finished, 

the bottles were empty. He drank them both without eating or drinking anything else. 

He was quite dru& at this point, although he was stili sornewhat wherent. 

It was oniy at this point that 1 began to feel uncornfortable. His mood would 

change abruptly as he spoke. He would get tiustrated when his mouth would not 

vocalize his thoughts. He began to drift fiom the subject matter to complaining about 

his life to me. I listened patientiy, although there were moments, 1 must admit, when 1 

was afhid he would throw something at me, or worse, l u g e  at me. 

M e r  some tirne, 1 excused myself; saying that 1 had another appointment, and 

Iefi. That was the last time 1 saw him. The drunken look on his unshaven face with 

the bandage on his forehead, dong with the odd mixture of fear and soiidarity that 1 

felt, stuck in my memory. And 1 remember thinking even then, in the immediacy of the 

moment, that in so rnany ways, he was Russia and 1 was the 'West'. 
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